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Introduction
“If small groups are included in the decision-making process, then they should be allowed to
make decisions. If an organization sets up teams and then uses them for purely advisory pur-
poses, it loses the true advantage that a team has: namely, collective wisdom.” [1]
Society is moving towards an “always connected” paradigm, where the Internet user is
shifting from persons to things, leading to the so called Internet of Things (IoT) scenario. The
IoT vision integrates a large number of technologies and foresees to embody a variety of smart
objects around us (such as sensors, actuators, smartphones, RFID, etc.) that, through unique
addressing schemes and standard communication protocols, are able to interact with each others
and cooperate with their neighbors to reach common goals [2, 3]. IoT is a hot research topic, as
demonstrated by the increasing attention and the large worldwide investments devoted to it.
It is believed that the IoT will be composed of trillions of elements interacting in an
extremely heterogeneous way in terms of requirements, behavior and capabilities; according
to [4], by 2015 the RIFD devices alone will reach hundreds of billions. Unquestionably, the
IoT will pervade every aspect of our world and will have a huge impact in our everyday life:
indeed, as stated by the US National Intelligence Council (NIC) [5], “by 2025 Internet nodes
may reside in everyday things − food packages, furniture, paper documents, and more”.
Then, communications will not only involve persons but also things thus bringing about
the IoT environment in which objects will have virtual counterparts on the Internet. Such virtual
entities will produce and consume services, collaborate toward common goals and should be
integrated with all the other services.
One of the biggest challenges that the research community is facing right now is to be able
to organize such an ocean of devices so that the discovery of objects and services is performed
efficiently and in a scalable way. Recently, several attempts have been made to apply concepts
of social networking to the IoT.
There are scientific evidences that a large number of individuals tied in a social network
can provide far more accurate answers to complex problems than a single individual (or a small
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group of – even knowledgeable – individuals) [1]. The exploitation of such a principle, applied
to smart objects, has been widely investigated in Internet-related researches. Indeed, several
schemes have been proposed that use social networks to search Internet resources, to route
traffic, or to select effective policies for content distribution.
The idea that the convergence of the “Internet of Things” and the “Social Networks”
worlds, which up to now were mostly kept separate by both scientific and industrial communi-
ties, is possible or even advisable is gaining momentum very quickly. This is due to the growing
awareness that a “Social Internet of Things” (SIoT) paradigm carries with it many desirable
implications in a future world populated by objects permeating the everyday life of human be-
ings.
Therefore, the goal of this thesis is to define a possible architecture for the SIoT, which
includes the functionalities required to integrate things into a social network, and the needed
strategies to help things to create their relationships in such a way that the resulting social net-
work is navigable. Moreover, it focuses on the trustworthiness management, so that interaction
among objects that are friends can be done in a more reliable way and proposes a possible
implementation of a SIoT network.
Since this thesis covers several aspects of the Social internet of Things, I will present the
state of the art related to the specific research activities at the beginning of every Chapter. The
rest of the thesis is structured as follows.
In Chapter 1, I identify appropriate policies for the establishment and the management of
social relationships between objects, describe a possible architecture for the IoT that includes
the functionalities required to integrate things into a social network and analyze the character-
istics of the SIoT network structure by means of simulations.
Chapter 2 addresses the problem of the objects to manage a large number of friends, by
analyzing possible strategies to drive the objects to select the appropriate links for the benefit of
overall network navigability and to speed up the search of the services.
In Chapter 3, I focus on the problem of understanding how the information provided by
members of the social IoT has to be processed so as to build a reliable system on the basis of the
behavior of the objects and define two models for trustworthiness management starting from
the solutions proposed for P2P and social networks.
Chapter 4 presents an implementation of a SIoT platform and its major functionalities:
how to register a new social object to the platform, how the system manages the creation of new
relationships, and how the devices create groups of members with similar characteristics.
Finally, in Chapter 5, conclusions will be drawn regarding the effectiveness of the proposed
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algorithms, and some possible future works will be sketched.
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Chapter 1
Concept, architecture and network
characterization
Recently there has been quite a number of independent research activities that investigated the
potentialities of integrating social networking concepts into Internet of Things (IoT) solutions.
The resulting paradigm, named SIoT, has the potential to support novel applications and net-
working services for the IoT in more effective and efficient ways.
In fact, applying the social networking principles to the IoT can lead to several advantages:
• the SIoT structure can be shaped as required to guarantee the network naviga-
bility, so as that the discovery of objects and services is performed effectively
and the scalability is guaranteed like in the human social networks;
• a level of trustworthiness can be established for leveraging the degree of in-
teraction among things that are friends;
• models designed to study the social networks can be re-used to address IoT
related issues (intrinsically related to extensive networks of interconnected
objects).
Even if the idea of a Social Internet of Things (SIoT) has been already discussed, as I will
explain in Section 1.1, in this paper I go beyond the state of the art in several ways:
• I identify appropriate policies for the establishment and management of social
relationships between objects in such a way that the resulting social network
is navigable;
• I describe a possible architecture for the IoT, which includes the functionality
required to integrate things into a social network;
• I study the characteristics of the SIoT network structure. To this purpose I
present some interesting results obtained through the SWIM mobility simula-
tor [6].
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A further major contribution of this paper is the provision of an overview (the first one, to
the best of my knowledge) of the research activities aimed at the integration of social networks
and the Internet of Things.
The Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.1 I provide a survey of the research ac-
tivities that focus on the integration of social networking concepts into the Internet of Things. In
Section 1.2 I present the basic idea of the SIoT and propose a classification of the types of social
relationships that can be established between objects. In Section 1.3 I describe a proposal for a
SIoT architecture and relevant functionalities, while in Section 1.4 I illustrate some examples
of how the SIoT can be exploited. The structure of the resulting SIoT network is the subject of
the analysis reported in Section 1.5.
1.1 State of the art
The collective intelligence emerging in social networks is an extremely interesting phenomenon
that has been described in fascinating ways (e.g., [1]). This has been pointed out by many re-
searchers – quoting the words by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
Director Regina Dugan during her keynote speech at IEEE Globecom 2010– as the key factor of
a “new era of wonder for science”. In fact, the incredible success of social networking websites,
such as Twitter and Facebook, and the availability of data about the structure and dynamics of
social networks collected through these websites, have attracted the attention of a large number
of scientists from several areas [7]. In the context of communication and networking, for exam-
ple, schemes have been proposed that exploit the similarity in the interests of friends – the so
called homophily – to enhance the Internet search [8] or to optimize the peer-to-peer networks
[9]. Also, schemes have been proposed that use social relationships to establish higher levels
of trust and, thus, improve the efficiency and effectiveness of security solutions (e.g., [10] and
[11]). In the mobile computing domain the intuition that individuals who are connected by so-
cial relationships are likely to meet more often than people who do not have any connection has
been exploited. As a consequence, schemes have been proposed, which base the policy for data
diffusion in opportunistic networks on the above property (see [12] or [13], for example).
A first idea of socialization between objects has been introduced by Holmquist et al. [14].
In that paper, the focus was on solutions that enable smart wireless devices, mostly wireless
sensors, to establish temporary relationships. The authors also analyze how the owners of the
sensor nodes should control such a process. However, that work is dated 2001 and both the
concepts of the IoT and the online social networks were in their infancy.
More recent literature reports several researches and experimental applications based on
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a new generation of objects. These enter into humans’ daily activities with a new attitude and
a greater awareness of the fact that they are designed as “smart” objects with a potential for
interaction with each other previously inconceivable.
In [15] the “things” connected to the Internet are clearly distinguished from the “things”
participating within the Internet of social networks, which are named with the neologism Blog-
ject, that is, “objects that blog”. The theoretical concept of Embodied Microblogging (EM),
introduced in [16], also challenges the current vision of IoTs. Rather than focusing on thing-to-
thing or human-to-thing interactions, it proposes two novel roles that the augmented everyday
objects will play: (i) mediate the human-to-human communication and (ii) support additional
ways for making noticeable and noticing activities in everyday life. Also the authors of [17]
show how to empower physical objects to share pictures, comments, and sensor data via social
networks. They also discuss about the implications of the so called “socio-technical networks”
in the context of the IoT.
Last but not least, the work in [18] introduces the idea of objects able to participate in
conversations that were previously reserved to humans only. Those envisioned are objects aware
of dynamic community structures; thus, they are able to develop a spontaneous networking
infrastructure based on the information to be disseminated other than the information on the
objects themselves.
Recently, the idea that the IoT and the social networks are two worlds not really that far
apart from each other as one might think, has begun to appear in the literature. It is the case of
the papers [19] and [20], for example. More specifically, in [19] the authors envision the future
of the Internet as being characterized by what they name Ubiquitous IoT architecture, which
resembles the Social Organization Framework (SOF) model. That work provides an insight-
ful overview of the expected IoT network structure. However, it does not aim at exploiting the
characteristics of the social networks into the IoT. Analogously, the research activities reported
in [20] consider that, being things involved into the network together with people, the social
networks can be built based on the Internet of Things and are meaningful to investigate the rela-
tions and evolution of the objects in the loT. Finally, the convergence of IoT and social networks
has been considered in [21]. In that work, an individual can share the services offered by her/his
smart objects with either her/his friends or their things. Accordingly, in [21] the reference so-
cial network is a social network of humans and it is utilized by things as an infrastructure for
service advertisement, discovery, and access. That remarkable contribution somehow violates
the IoT vision in which the objects should interact spontaneously to offer value-added services
to humans.
An important step in the direction of the SIoT has been accomplished in [17]. There, the
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implications of the integration between the IoT and the social networks have been investigated
and a few interesting exemplary applications are described. That paper, however, does not de-
scribe how the social relationships should be established by objects and does not propose any
solution regarding the required architecture and protocols.
Finally, in a recent paper [22] social attributes, which reflect the social relations of nodes,
have been analyzed. There a sort of quantification of the social relationships among mobile
nodes is also performed by means of parameters such as an interaction factor and a distance
factor. Besides, the authors study the behavior of mobile nodes by applying the typical theory of
the social networks. In [22], however, it is assumed that there is a one–to–one correspondence
between persons and objects. On the contrary, in the IoT, several objects can be carried by
the same person while a large part of the objects will remain either static or embedded in the
environment.
As a logic consequence of the studies described above, recently the name Social Internet
of Things began to appear in official documents and published papers. This happens in form of
either simple statements of objectives to be achieved within the activities of Strategic Research
Agendas [23], or interesting attempts to explore the social potentialities of the Internet of Things
building blocks [24].
1.2 A Social Internet of Things
The cited literature, however, still lacks in some basic aspects which should be addressed to
fully achieve an actual “social networks of intelligent objects”. In fact, in analogy with the social
networks of human beings, a SIoT network still needs: (i) the definition of a notion of social
relationship among objects, (ii) the design of a reference architectural model implementing a
social Internet of Things based on the codified inter-object relationships, (iii) the analysis of
the social network structure, which derives from the objects interactions based on the defined
social relationships. Only a thorough investigation of these three issues will allow for effectively
extending the use of models designed to study social networks of humans [25] to social networks
of things.
The definition of the novel paradigm of SIoT and the initial studies on the relevant social
structures have been the focus of an initial investigations in [26]. In that paper, an embryonic
idea of architecture has been suggested, by starting from an appropriate revision of those utilized
by the major existing social networking websites [27].
Although in this Chapter I aim at addressing the items (ii) and (iii), a brief review of the
introduced concepts relevant to the potential social links among objects is given in the rest of
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this section. This will ease the comprehension of the concepts introduced later and make the
illustrated research self-consistent.
One can start from the idea that, in the future, things will be associated to the services they
can deliver. Thus, within a given social network of objects, a key objective will be to publish
information/services, find them, and discover novel resources to better implement the services
also through an environmental awareness. This can be achieved by navigating a social network
of “friend” objects instead of relying on typical Internet discovery tools that cannot scale to the
trillions of future devices.
The choice of the best basic set of social relationships can be made by observing sample
typologies of application and the inter-object interactions that these foresee. The next step is to
bring social behaviors of objects back to the widely accepted four elementary relational models
of the Friske’s theory [28] [29] summarized in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Basic relational frames
Relational Model Brief description
Communal sharing equivalence and collectivity membership emerge
against any form of individual distinctiveness
Equality matching egalitarian relationships characterized by in-kind
reciprocity and balanced exchange
Authority ranking asymmetrical, based on precedence, hierarchy,
status, command, and deference
Market pricing based on proportionality, with interactions organized
with reference to a common scale of ratio values
I claim that these patterns of interaction among human beings are directly applicable to
possible social behaviors of typical objects that implement pervasive applications. There is no
doubt that many applications and services should, in the future, be associated with groups of
objects whose individuality will be “sacrificed” to the overall interest of providing services to
users (as it is the case, for example, of applications involving the use of swarm intelligence
and swarm robotics). It is equally true that many applications will involve an interaction among
objects that will be performed “au pair”, i.e., where each object will be the bearer of its specific
service to the community. In addition, several services are already available, which involve the
use of multiple objects that establish asymmetric relations (as, for example, in services based on
Bluetooth, Zigbee, 6LoWPAN networks of sensors/actuators or Radio-Frequency IDentification
(RFID) identification systems). In other services, the objects condition their relationship of
“friendship” to the achievement of mutual benefits (this is the case, for example, of cooperative
services designed to reduce the energy consumption of wireless devices). Those described above
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are merely examples of services that will surely find a placement in the future social network
of smart objects and that rely on the same cited relational structures that Fiske has theorized for
human beings.
From the analysis of possible service and application typologies, built upon the envisaged
Social Internet of Things (more details will be given in a following section), one can also derive
some basic relationships onto which relationship profiles will be defined within the reference
system architecture. The kinds of relationships I define are those here summarized:
• “Parental Object Relationship” (POR): established among objects belonging
to the same production batch, i.e., usually homogeneous objects originated in
the same period by the same manufacturer.
• “Co-Location Object Relationship” (C-LOR): established among objects (ei-
ther homogeneous or heterogeneous) used always in the same place (as in the
case of sensors, actuators, and augmented objects used in the same environ-
ment such as a smart home or a smart city). Observe that, in certain cases,
such C-LORs are established between objects that are unlikely to cooperate
with each other to achieve a common goal. Nevertheless, they are still useful
to fill the network with “short” links.
• “Co-Work Object Relationship” (C-WOR): established whenever objects col-
laborate to provide a common IoT application (as in case of objects that come
in touch to be used together and cooperate for applications such as emergency
response, telemedicine, etc.).
• “Ownership Object Relationship” (OOR): established among heterogeneous
objects which belong to the same user (mobile phones, music players, game
consoles, etc.) .
• “Social Object Relationship” (SOR): established when objects come into
contact, sporadically or continuously, because their owners come in touch
with each other during their lives (e.g., devices and sensors belonging to
friends, classmates, travel companions, colleagues).
Please note that the establishment and management of such relationships should occur
without human intervention. This is not in contrast with a future vision of a “fully networked
human”. This latter is responsible only to set the rules of the objects social interactions and then
enjoys the services resulting from such interactions. This is a clear paradigm shift from other
proposals, according to which the objects/devices just participate in the human social network
built by their owners.
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By following an approach inspired by human “social relationships” and “relational mod-
els” things mimic the human behavior just to effectively interact with each other. A clear advan-
tage lies in the fact that, in so doing, models and principles, which already proved to be effective
for the study of the human social networks, can be extended to the object communities.
In Section 1.5 of this paper I analyze the network structure arising from the above types of
social relationships through numerical examples.
1.3 The SIoT system
In this Section I provide an overview of a possible implementation of the SIoT. More specifi-
cally, in Section 1.3.1 the envisioned reference architectural model is described, in Section 1.3.2
the major functions required to run the SIoT are illustrated, and in Section 1.3.3 the advantages
and disadvantages of the proposed architecture are analyzed.
1.3.1 The architecture
To describe the proposed system I resort on the simple three-layer architectural model for IoT
presented in [30]. It consists of: (i) the sensing layer, which is devoted to the data acquisition
and node collaboration in short-range and local networks; (ii) the network layer, which is aimed
at transferring data across different networks; and (iii) the application layer, where the IoT
applications are deployed together with the middleware functionalities.
Figure 1.1 shows the resulting three-layer architecture. The three basic elements of the
proposed system are: the SIoT Server, the Gateway, and the Object.
SIoT Server
The SIoT Server does not encompass the sensing layer but only the Network and the Application
Layers. The Application Layer consists of three sublayers. The Base Sublayer includes the
database for the storage and the management of the data and the relevant descriptors. These
record the social member profiles and their relationships, as well as the activities carried out by
the objects in the real and virtual worlds. Data about humans (object owners as well as visitors)
are also managed.
The relevant ontologies are stored in a separate database and are used to represent a seman-
tic view of the social activities. Such a view is extracted through appropriate semantic engines.
Indeed, ontology and semantic services are necessary to provide a machine interpretable frame-
work for representing functional and non-functional attributes and operations of the IoT devices.
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Figure 1.1: Proposed system architecture following the three-layer model made of the sensing,
network, and application layer. The main SIoT components belongs to the application layer,
wherein the Relationship Management (RM), Service Discovery (SD), Service Composition
(SC), and Trustworthiness Management (TM) functionalities are located. The lines represent
the optional layers in both the object and the gateway architecture.
In this context, several works have been already conducted, which could be a starting point for
the definition of an ontology to be used in the SIoT system. One solution is to adopt theOntology
Web Language for Services (OWL-S) model that provides both rich expressive descriptions and
well-defined semantics. This has already been used as the basis of a semantic service modeling
framework for the IoT [31]. In this framework, services are used as an interface that represents
the IoT resources (i.e. the physical world devices) and provide an access to the functions and ca-
pabilities of these resources. Also in [32], an ontology is considered as a fundamental attribute
of the IoT with the role of supporting the agent (man or machine) who reads an electronic tag
to understand the information in it. Ontologies to manage and control heterogeneous systems
have been investigated in [33]. Here the authors foresee that without ontological classification
and semantic annotation processes an automatic discovery will be impossible. In [34] the im-
portance of the ontology has been analyzed from a social network perspective as a format to
represent the object information which is relevant to end users.
There are several other approaches for creating semantic service descriptions [35], in-
cluding: Semantic Annotations for WSDL (SAWSDL), Unified Service Description Language
(USDL),Web ServiceModelling Language (WSML),Web ServiceModelling Ontology (WSMO),
and Semantic Annotations for Representational State Transfer (SA-REST) [36]. All these mod-
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els are good bases that can be exploited to describe the social objects in my model. In this con-
text, it is also worth mentioning the Friend-of-a-Friend project (FOAF; www.foaf-project.org),
which is aimed at creating a web of machine-readable pages describing people, the links be-
tween them, and the things they create. The results of this project are of particular interest for
the description of the objects’ social links.
With reference to Figure 1.1, the Component Sub-layer includes the tools that implement
the core functionality of the SIoT system. The ID management is aimed at assigning an ID that
universally identifies all the possible categories of objects. The profiling is aimed at configuring
manually and automatically a (static or dynamic) information about the objects. The Owner
Control (OC) is the module that enables the definition of the activities that can be performed
by the object, the information that can be shared (and the set of objects which can access such
information), as well as the type of relationships that can be set up. The Relationship Manage-
ment (RM) is a key module in the network since the objects have not the intelligence of humans
in selecting the friendships; thus, this intelligence needs to be incorporated into the SIoT. Main
task of this component is to allow objects to start, update, and terminate their relationships with
other objects (on the basis of the owner’s control settings).
The Service Discovery (SD) is a fundamental component [37], which is aimed at finding
which objects can provide the required service in the same way humans seek for friendships
and for any information in the social networking services. The Service Composition (SC) com-
ponent enables the interaction between objects. Most of the time, the interaction is related to
an object that wishes either to retrieve an information about the real world or to find a specific
service provided by another object. In fact, the main potential I see in deploying SIoT is its
capability to foster such an information retrieval. Leveraging on the object relationships, the
service discovery procedure finds the desired service, which is then activated by means of this
component. Last but not least, the Trustworthiness Management (TM) component is aimed at
understanding how the information provided by the other members shall be processed. Relia-
bility is built on the basis of the behavior of the object and is strictly related to the relationship
management module. Trustworthiness can be estimated by using notions well-known in the
literature, such as centrality and prestige, which are crucial in the study of the social networks.
The third sub-layer, that is the Interface Sub-layer, is where the third-part interfaces to
objects, humans, and services are located. This sub-layer may be mapped onto a single site,
deployed in a federated way by different sites, or deployed in a cloud. Herein, I am not proposing
any specific implementation solution.
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Gateway and Objects
As to the Gateway and Objects systems, the combination of layers may vary mainly depending
on the device characteristics. The following three scenarios can be foreseen. In a simple one,
a dummy Object (e.g., either a RFID tag or a presence sensing device) that is equipped with a
functionality of the lowest layer, is only enabled to send simple signals to another element (the
Gateway). The Gateway is equipped with the whole set of functionalities of the three layers.
In another scenario, a device (e.g., a video camera) is able to sense the physical world
information and to send the related data over an IP network. The object would then be set with
the functionality of the Network Layer other than that of the Application one. Accordingly,
there is no need for a Gateway with Application Layer functionality. An Application Layer in
a server, somewhere in the Internet, with the gateway application layer functionality would be
enough.
According to a third scenario, a smart object (e.g., a smartphone) may implement the func-
tionality of the three layers so that the Gateway is not needed, but for some communication
facilities targeted to maintain the Internet connectivity of the object. This is the case of a smart-
phone, which has enough computational power to perform all the three-layer operations and
that may need a Gateway for ubiquitous network connectivity.
Whatever the scenario implemented, the Application Layer encompasses the SIoT applica-
tions, as well as the social agent and the service management agent, which are presented below.
The social agent is devoted to the communication with the SIoT servers to update its profile,
to update friendships, and to discover and request services from the social network. It also im-
plements the methods to communicate directly with other objects when they are geographically
close or when the service composition needs direct communications between objects. Finally,
the service management agent is responsible for the interfaces with the humans that can control
the behavior of the object when communicating within their social network.
1.3.2 Main SIoT processes
The main components of the proposed architecture are located in the Component Sub-layer. In
fact, the SIoT is not intended as a solution for the sensing and networking in IoT, but to make
the world of trillions of things manageable when facing the problem of service and information
discovery. Additionally, it aims at laying the ground for autonomous interactions among objects
(mainly through service discovery and composition) for the benefit of the human user.
In order to describe the interactions among the SIoT architectural elements, in Figure 1.2
I provide an overview of the processes related to four main SIoT activities, namely: entrance
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Figure 1.2: Processes related to four main SIoT activities: new object entrance; service discov-
ery and composition; new object relationship; service provisioning
of a new object, service discovery and composition, new object relationship establishment, and
service provisioning. In the figure, the square blocks represent the tasks involved in the analyzed
activity (e.g., account creation, profiling, parental control). These have a label associated i2j
that identifies the two elements that communicate to carry out the task (i, j = H, S, A, O, which
stand for human, SIoT server, object agent, and object, respectively). Notice that herein the
Gateway is not mentioned, even if it may take part in these processes when the agent is involved.
This is because, in this context, the agent is defined as the software entity that implements the
application functionalities of either the Object or the Gateway. On top of the task blocks I cite
the main architectural components (see Figure 1.1) involved to carry out the relevant operations.
For what concerns the entrance of a new object into the system, the relevant activities are
mostly carried out by the object owner, who communicates with the servers to create the ac-
count, insert the object profile data, and set the control parameters though the ID management
and object profiling components. The ID scheme should be interoperable with the main identi-
fication schemes already in use in this area, such as: IPv6 addresses, Universal Product Code
(UPC), Electronic Product Code (EPC), Ubiquitous code (Ucode), OpenID, Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI). The profiling adds relevant information about the capabilities and history of the
object to its relevant ID. Given the heterogeneity of the IoT nodes, SIoT members are organized
in classes. Each class is defined on the basis of the main object features.
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• Class1 is assigned to mobile objects with large computational and commu-
nication capabilities. Examples of objects belonging to this category include
smartphones, tablets, and vehicle control units.
• Class2 is assigned to static objects with significant computational and com-
munication capabilities; to this class belong object such as: displays, set top
boxes, smart video cameras.
• Class3 is assigned to objects with sensing capabilities only, that is objects
capable of providing a measure of the environment status.
• Class4 is assigned to the RFID- or Near Field Communications (NFC)-tagged
objects.
Each class is then characterized by specific attributes, such as: object category, which
further specifies the object typology within its class; owner ID; object position, which can be
changing over the time depending on the object mobility features1; power supply status, that
defines whether the object is either battery-powered (and the battery power level is provided),
socket-connected (and whether is currently connected or not), or harvests power from the envi-
ronment; amount of traffic generated in terms of number of connections and overall bit-rate.
Once the object profiling procedure is completed, then the agent (which may be running
either on the object itself or in a separate system, depending on the object characteristics) com-
pletes the process by looking for friends in the SIoT servers. During this phase the object estab-
lishes the main relationships that are triggered by its profile as well. Such relationships include
parental object and ownership object relationships. Other relationships are established after-
wards, during the entire lifetime of the objects, and mainly depend on the objects’ movements
and service/information exchanges over the SIoT.
Service discovery and composition are triggered by the application running either on
the SIoT servers or in close relationship with the agent (in the gateway or in the object). The
application can be one of those mentioned in Section 1.4. The way in which this process is
performed depends on the type of service that the application is looking for. Examples are: the
provisioning of information about the surrounding environment, the status of an object and the
activities carried out by the object owner, as well as the activation of a specific action from
another object.
Once the service request has been triggered by the application, the process continues with
one of the most innovative and crucial task of the designed system, that is, the serving friend
1 Position of an object should be given in absolute terms and can be estimated directly (by the objects itself)
or indirectly (it is provided to the object by some other elements in the system, which can estimate its own posi-
tion). Obviously, in the latter case, the estimation of the position is not very accurate. However, note that accurate
positioning is not required by the SIoT operations.
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search. This is related to the procedure of looking at the “friend” object’s profiles to see whether
the required service is provided by one or more of them. In this process, the different types of
relationships have not the same relevance to any application. For instance, if the requested ser-
vice is of a “best practice sharing” type, then the parental relationship is the most important. In
fact, the same problem has probably been addressed in the past by objects belonging to the same
production batch. In the case of need of an information about the surrounding environment, co-
location and co-work relationships are those that should be exploited. In fact, the corresponding
friends are those that most probably had occasion to acquire an information on the surroundings.
In case a friend able to provide the service has not been found, then, the graph of friendships
is also crawled. Since more than a single service may be found, a ranking is required. The
ranking can be executed according to different rules, among which: the serving object trustwor-
thiness, the credit/debit relationship of the interacting objects, the object resources (in terms of
residual battery power, bandwidth, communication and computing reliability, and so on). Sev-
eral approaches can be adopted in this context to rank the potential service providers, as those
described in [38].
When the described activity ends, the service composition is triggered, which consists
of interfacing the requesting service with the required one. Note that the service composition
involves A2A communications, while A2S communications are required during other tasks.
In the new object relationship activity, two objects become aware that they are neigh-
bors for a period of time long enough to trigger friendship. In this scenario I am referring to
the co-location, co-work, and social relationships, which are triggered in case of geographical
proximity of the objects. The detection of this event is enabled by the use of short range commu-
nication facilities (e.g., NFC, Bluetooth, or ZigBee interfaces) that allow two objects to detect
that they are within communication range of each other. There are other possibilities to detect
this event. One is the use of the localization facilities (WiFi/Bluetooth triangulation, Inertial
Navigation Systems (INSs), or even Global Positioning System (GPS)) already available within
the objects to track their position over the time. During an upload of location information into
its profile (in the SIoT server), an object can detect the co-location relationship with other ob-
jects. Whatever the way the object detects the co-location event, the object agent then requests
the friendship, which may be accepted according to the owner control rules.
The service provisioning process consists in delivering the service previously discovered
and composed with the requesting service. As an example, let us consider the scenario of a
smartphone that is looking for information about radio signal coverage in the areas surrounding
its current position (this is the fourth example discussed in the next section). To accomplish
its target, the smartphone drives a service discovery and composition process to look for smart-
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phones and personal computers that have already visited the areas of interest (and are then aware
of the signal strength). Once the service has been composed, the requesting agent (installed in
the smartphone itself) communicates with the agents providing the relevant information to ac-
tivate the service. All the way through, the service requesting agent is able to extract important
information about the trustworthiness of objects that provide the services. This information is
uploaded to the SIoT server and thus is available to the whole community.
1.3.3 Analysis of the proposed SIoT system
The IoT domain is characterized by a significant fragmentation and by the presence of hetero-
geneous systems based on dissimilar architectures. This makes a synergistic integration process
difficult to be carried out. The need for a clear reference architectural model that will allow the
different systems to cooperate is, thus, strongly felt. As such a model is still missing, I tried to
adhere to the following principles: define an architecture that could foster the interoperability
with existing IoT components, protocols, interfaces, and functionalities; include mechanisms
for the efficient integration of this architecture into the service layer of the Future Internet net-
working infrastructure.
The resulting architecture is expected to provide the following advantages:
• A separate layer devoted to the sensing of the physical world allows for an
easy integration of the existing and widespread standards for short distance
communication technologies, such as: RFID, Ultra-wide Band (UWB), NFC,
andWireless Sensor Network (WSN).
• A layer devoted to the data transport functionalities allows for interconnecting
the separate networks involved in the IoT. In this context, I follow the success-
ful structure of the current Internet architecture centered around the Internet
Protocol (IP), which can be seen as the narrow waist between connected de-
vices on the one side and applications and services on the other.
• The service discovery module is surely one of the key functionalities in the
IoT arena and is present in most of the proposed IoT architectures [39]. It
addresses the issue of handling queries that contain a semantic information
through a kind of declarative language. In this way, pointers refer to objects
that can provide the related service (i.e., provide the information that satis-
fies the initial query). In my architecture, I have defined a separate module
devoted to this functionality to foster interoperability with external systems.
Therefore, queries that require the access to entities that are not part of the
SIoT, can be sent to external architectures where the equivalent module can
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handle the process. Obviously, the discovery will rely on different principles
with respect to the social-oriented approach I propose.
• The service composition module enables mashup interaction models (e.g.,
browsing, linking, bookmarking), which is a pillar of the Internet of Services,
to be extended to the real-world. This fosters an open ecosystem of digitally
augmented objects on top of which applications can be created (i.e., it pro-
motes the integration of the Internet of Service with the Internet of Things).
• As proposed in most of the other relevant architectures (e.g., [21]), the gate-
way is a key component to allow objects with limited communication and/or
computing capabilities to take part in the IoT. This is another strong point I
wanted to keep in my architecture.
On the other hand in the proposed solution I identify the following two potential weak-
nesses:
• The relationship management functionality in my solution is implemented
only into the Server, without a collaboration of the Gateway and the Objects.
I decided for this solution to allow “non SIoT-enabled” devices and relevant
gateways to take part in the SIoT without the need for updating their sys-
tems. This approach, however, has the disadvantage of requiring a continuous
communicationwith the servers for the creation and the update of the relation-
ships. In particular, it is necessary to send information about the activity of the
owner monitored by the objects (e.g., position, use of the Internet connection,
movements), so that the co-location, co-work, and social relationships can be
detected.
• The discovery process in my approach is driven by the relationship links
among objects, which are followed to find the target service providers. Once
these are found, their trustworthiness levels are evaluated to select the most
reliable ones. The amount of interaction between the service discovery and the
relationship management modules is limited; for this reason, I have decided
to keep these two modules separate. However, if the discovery is performed
by following the links involving trusted nodes only (i.e., there is a need for
navigation across “trusted” areas), then the number of interactions between
the two above components may increase significantly. This may reduce the
efficiency in resource discovery.
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Figure 1.3: Sketch of the sample applications in the Internet of social things.
1.4 Sample applications
Several applications can benefit from the availability of social relationships between things
interconnected to a network composed of trillions of nodes. While a few interesting applications
can be already defined, many others will show up in the years to come according to the increase
in the number and categories of objects able to connect to the Internet. Figure 1.3 provides a
sketch of some sample applications, which are described in the following:
1. Giacomo has just bought a new notebook. It is a Mac this time, because of the
influence of the Mac closed-community of colleagues at his work premises.
At the beginning, this new world is a jumble for him because of the diffi-
culties in connecting to some network equipments (e.g., printers, faxes, and
smartcard readers) that indeed appear to him not to be exactly Mac-friendly.
By exploiting social relationships with other Mac computers in the same local
area network, Giacomo’s Mac can find a mate that has already addressed the
same configuration issues and fix the problems. Looking for potential sources
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of information through its social network (and exchanging best practices) is
quite straightforward. In fact, features such as geographical location, class of
object, brand, and typology, allow for identifying the right friends in the com-
munity. Note that Apple’s Bonjour already provides the functions required for
Apple devices to discover other Apple devices in the same network and share
resources with them. However, Bonjour is a service/resource discovery solu-
tion which cannot satisfy the need described above. In other words, you can
print using a printer shared by another Mac device, but you cannot use that
printer if the latter Mac device is not active.
2. Luigi is a sales representative that frequently moves by car around the city
to meet his customers. Unfortunately, the traffic has increased during the last
year; this making his tour more and more problematic. However, by exploiting
the social network, his car is able to gather information in advance about
traffic congestion along possible routes and to choose the best path to get to
the meeting in the scheduled time. Finding the right source of information
in the IoT social network is easy for the car by contacting “friend” devices
acquired by means of co-location relationships. By this I mean those cars
with which Luigi’s car shared some routes in the past but which belong to
drivers that Luigi might not even know.
3. Antonio has bought a new house in a block recently built according to ad-
vanced eco-friendly principles. Each flat is equipped with controllers and sen-
sors able to manage and measure energy consumption and production (photo-
voltaic and solar cells) during the whole day. By means of their IoT social net-
work, the domestic controllers are able to exchange information on the energy
usage with reference to: consumption and production of energy to perform lo-
cal benchmarking, identification of the energy providers that best match the
house needs (in terms of cost profiles), identification of the household ap-
pliances with the highest efficiency levels. A light in any house changes the
color according to the energy saving level obtained by its owner, which differs
from other houses in the block. Ownership and co-location relationships are
exploited in this scenario.
4. Daniele is a frequent traveler for work and needs the network to connect to
his colleagues, customers, and family. His smartphone is a member of the IoT
social network and is able to get information about the places in his surround-
ings that are covered by a stronger signal, by less congested Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS) cells, by its operator base stations (for
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free data service), and by free WiFi. Again, the right “friend” devices in this
scenario are found by looking for specific member categories (smartphone
and PCs) and geographical locations.
5. During the last year, Sergio’s new car is having frequent problems, which
seem to be difficult to fix. On the basis of the information collected by the
junction box through the sensors located in the car, a profile of the problem
and of the car is built. This profile is then exchanged within the IoT social
network to look for similar problems that have already been addressed by
other cars in the network (it is again a best practice exchange scenario). The
search for the node that may help in fixing the issue is driven by the problem
profile and mainly exploits parental relationships among cars.
6. There are several sensors that are going to be installed more and more nu-
merous in any environment. These provide information about the status of
environments in terms of temperature, crowdedness of the ambient (rooms,
theaters, discos, and others), identity of the people, humidity level, and other
parameters about the weather. All these objects may exchange friendship with
the controller of Laura’s closet. She is preparing for her next travel and auto-
matically acquires the list of clothes to be used for a comfortable travel.
Some of the above applications are of interest for a large part of the social network mem-
bers (I refer to these as popular applications), while others are of interest for only a restricted
part of the objects community (I refer to these as niche applications). Additionally, the appli-
cations are classified into those that have a geographical relevance, that is, mainly involve the
objects that are located in a specific area (local), and those that don’t have a geographical rele-
vance (universal).
In Table 1.2 I provide a classification of the mentioned applications. Example 1 is local and
of the niche category since the interest is limited to the LAN area and to only a restricted subset
of the computer categories. Example 2 mainly involves the vehicles in a geographical area, thus
it is local but is of interest for the entire car category and can be considered universal. Example
3 is clearly local and belongs to the niche category. In Example 4, even if the exchanged infor-
mation refers to a specific location, the scenario is that of a smartphone that travels all around
the world so that it is not geographically restricted; and it is popular since it involves entirely
the smartphone and the computer categories. Example 5 is surely the case of an application of
interest for a restricted group of SIoT members (the cars of a specific category) and universal
since there is no connection with the geographical location of the cars. For the same reasons,
Example 6 is universal and it can be considered as belonging to the niche category.
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Table 1.2: Characteristics of the sample applications of Figure 1.3 in terms of popularity and
geographical extension.
Local Universal
Niche 1: Giacomo’s Mac 5: Sergio’s car
3: Antonio’s house 6: Laura’s closet
Popular 2: Luigi’s car 4: Daniele’s
smartphone/pc
The popularity is for sure an important aspect to consider when developing an application,
since the expected popularity can justify the high costs for designing and building it. However,
in my vision, the social component sub-layer should be considered as a middleware that can be
used by any application, both popular and of niche. The geographical connotation is, instead,
important to understand whether the co-location and co-work relationships are important or not.
1.5 SIoT network characterization
In order to characterize the SIoT network, I will study the probability distributions of the geo-
graphical distance between nodes that are connected with each other as well as the probability
distribution of the length of the shortest path between a pair of nodes randomly selected.
In order to estimate such a probability distribution, I would need the mobility data traces of
a large number of objects. Unfortunately, such a data is not available to date. Therefore, I have
exploited the Small World In Motion (SWIM) simulator ([40], [6]), which is able to capture the
impact of social behavior in the mobility of humans. Logically, I have modified it to focus on
the mobility of things rather than on the mobility of their owners.
Accordingly, this section is organized as follows. Firstly, I briefly describe the SWIM mo-
bility model and the modifications introduced (Section 1.5.1); secondly, I analyze the numerical
results obtained (Section 1.5.2).
1.5.1 Simulation environment
To produce mobility traces of objects I have used the mobility model called SWIM as a starting
point [40], [6]. My choice is motivated by the ability of SWIM to take the impact of social
behaviors on the movement of human beings into account. In fact, it has been proven that an
appropriate tuning of the parameters of the SWIM mobility model allows to obtain accurate
matching between the output of the model and the most popular mobility traces available in
CRAWDAD [41].
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Table 1.3: Configuration Parameters
Users 2000
User perception radius 0.0067
Simulation time 11 days
α 0.8
The basic intuition under the construction of the SWIM mobility model is that humans
choose their destinations depending on the distance from their home and the popularity of such
a destinations. In other words, if I assume that the area of my interest is divided into smaller
areas called cells and that each user u is assigned a home h(u), then in the selection of her next
destination a given user u will assign a weight w(C) to cell C equal to
w(C) = α · distance(h(u), C) + (1− α) · seen(C) (1.1)
where distance(h(u), C) is a function of the distance between the home of user u and the cell
C and decays as this distance increases, while seen(C) keeps the popularity of the cell C into
account. Indeed, this represents the number of users that have been observed by u the last time
she visited cell C. In this context, I assume that at any time a user can see all the users within a
certain distance, which I call user perception radius.
The parameter α is in the range [0;1] and is used to determine whether the users prefer to
visit popular sites rather than nearby ones. Once the destination is selected, the user moves in a
straight line towards it and with a constant speed proportional to the distance to travel.
I have chosen the parameter setting that matches the Cambridge scenario [41] . More
specifically, I consider a scenario characterized by the parameters reported in Table 1.3, in
which I have assumed that the area of interest is a unitary square.
However, the output of the original SWIM is a trace of the position of humans. In this
paper, instead, I am interested in the mobility of things. Accordingly, I have extended the SWIM
simulator as follows.
I assume that each user possesses a set of things connected to the SIoT. The number of
owned things is selected randomly according to a normal distribution with average equal to 10
(such as: one or more smartphones, a tv, a personal computer, a car, a digital camera, a digital
frame, one o more sensors at home, and a number of RFID objects). Furthermore, I assume
that at any time the user carries a certain number of objects, that vary according to a normal
distribution with average equal to the objects she possesses and leaves the others at home.
In this way, it is possible to simulate the movements of all the objects in the SIoT and
post-process them.
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1.5.2 Numerical results
In the following I show and analyze the numerical results obtained as explained in the previ-
ous section. More specifically, I study the characteristics of the random variable X(A). This is
defined as the random variable representing the distance between two nodes that are tied by
a social relationship of type A (in my case A ∈ {POR, C-LOR, OOR, SOR, C-WOR}). I am
interested in the probability density function of X(A).
POR and C-LOR
Parental Object Relationships (POR) are independent (in the scales of interest) from the specific
positions of nodes. In fact, in most cases objects tied by POR are distributed uniformly in the
area of interest. Accordingly, I do not focus on the distribution of X(POR). Here, I only stress
that POR can be utilized to build long links in the SIoT.
The distribution ofX(C−LOR) is obvious as well. In fact, in this case, a link exists between
two objects only if their distance is very small. Accordingly,
fXC−LOR(x) ≈ δ(x) (1.2)
Observe that relationships of C-LOR type can be utilized by the applications to explore the
environment surrounding a given object and, therefore, are extremely important in the context
of smart environment applications.
OOR
In Figure 1.4 I represent the probability density function in case of Ownership Object Relation-
ship, that is, I show fX(OOR)(x) versus the value of the distance x. In the same figure, I also
show the probability density function of the exponential and Gamma distributions that have av-
erage value and variance equal to those ofX(OOR). In the figure it is evident that the exponential
distribution does not provide an accurate approximation of X(OOR).
To better assess the accuracy of the approximation provided by the Gamma distribution,
I need to clean the measured fX(OOR)(x) and to this purpose I filter it. Specifically, I define
the operator Φ(f) which can be applied to any sequence f of values and that returns another
sequence {Φ(f)} such that its i-th value is the sum of the first i values in the sequence f , that is
{Φ(f)}i =
i∑
j=1
{f}j (1.3)
In Figure 1.5 I show {Φ(fX(OOR)(x))} and {Φ(fΓ(x)} where fΓ(x) represents the Gamma
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Figure 1.4: Probability density function of the variable X(OOR). In the figure I show the pdf of
the exponential and Gamma distributions with the same average value and variance.
Figure 1.5: Values of {Φ(fX(OOR)(x)} and filtered pdf of the Gamma distributions with the same
average value and variance.
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Figure 1.6: Probability density functions, fX(SOR)(x), obtained for different values of TC .
distribution that approximates fX(OOR)(x). In Figure 1.5 it is evident that the Gamma distribu-
tion does not provide an accurate approximation of fX(OOR)(x). In the same figure it is also
evident that {Φ(fX(OOR)(x))} has a linear behavior when represented in log-log scale, which
means that fX(OOR)(x) is power-law. To demonstrate this, in Figure 1.5 I show the line which
approximates {Φ(f (OOR)X (x))} in the log-log scale. In other words it is possible to approximate
fX(OOR)(x) ∝ x
βOOR (1.4)
For example, in the case discussed above, I have that βOOR is equal to -0.827.
SOR
In Figure 1.6 I represent the probability density functions, fX(SOR)(x), of the distance between
nodes connected by Social Object Relationships for different values of the parameter TC . I have
assumed that a relationship of the SOR type is established between objects if their owners meet
at least NC times, if successive meetings occur at intervals of duration longer than TI , and if
each of the meetings lasts longer than TC . More specifically, in Figure 1.6 I assume thatNC = 2
and TI = 8 hours. In order to “clean” the figure, I represent the values of {Φ(fX(SOR)(x))} in
Figure 1.7. In the same figure I show the filtered pdf of the exponential distribution and the
power law distribution which approximate fX(SOR)(x). By observing the figure, one notices that
the probability density function of X(SOR) is not significantly impacted by the specific value of
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Figure 1.7: “Filtered” probability density functions, fX(SOR)(x), obtained for different values of
TC , and filtered exponential distribution that approximates them.
TC . Additionally, it arises that the exponential distribution provides an accurate approximation
of X(SOR) for large values of x, while the power law distribution is more accurate for small
values of x. Accordingly, fX(SOR)(x) can be approximated as follows:
fX(SOR)(x) ∝
{
xβSOR if x < xthresh.
e−γSOR·x if x > xthresh.
(1.5)
In my case, for example, βSOR = 0.12, γSOR = 3.87, and xThresh = 1.
This dichotomy in the behavior ofX(SOR) – that is, it is power-law for low values of x and
exponential for high values of x – is in line with what has been recently demonstrated in [42].
In Figure 1.8 I show the number of SOR relationships established versus the value of TC .
As expected, the number of relationships decreases as the value of TC increases.
Same discussions can be done by observing Figure 1.9 where I show the probability density
function fX(SOR)(x) for different values of TI . In this case, I have assumed that NC = 2 and
TC = 30 min. Also in this case the number of relationships established decreases as the value
of TI increases.
Finally, similar observations can be done by considering Figures 1.10 and 1.11 which are
analogous to 1.6 and 1.7, respectively, but have been obtained by using different values of NC .
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Figure 1.8: Number of SOR relationships established versus the value of TC , whenNC = 2 and
TI = 8 hours.
Figure 1.9: Probability density functions, fX(SOR)(x), obtained for different values of TI .
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Figure 1.10: Probability density functions, f
(SOR)
X (x), obtained for different values of NC .
Figure 1.11: “Filtered” probability density function, fX(SOR)(x), obtained for different values of
NC , and filtered exponential distribution which approximates them.
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Figure 1.12: Probability density functions, f
(C−WOR)
X (x), obtained for different values of TC ,
and Gamma distribution which approximates them.
CWOR
In Figure 1.12 I show the pdf of X(C−WOR) obtained when I impose that a co-work social
relationship is established only when the objects “meet” in a certain set of locations (offices,
fabrics, laboratories, etc.) and that such meetings last for longer than TC . More specifically, in
the figure I represent the results obtained by considering different values of TC ; furthermore I
show the Gamma distribution that approximates the above pdfs. By observing Figure 1.12, I
notice that the value of TC does not have a significant impact on the probability distributions
fX(C−WOR)(x) and that the Gamma distribution provides an accurate approximation of such
pdfs. Indeed, I have
fX(C−WOR)(x) = x
k−1 e
−x/θ
Γ(k)θk
(1.6)
where Γ(k) is defined as follows:
Γ(k) =
∫ ∞
0
tk−1e−tdt (1.7)
and θ = 15.93 whereas k = 2.11.
In Figure 1.13 I show analogous curves when there are no predetermined locations in
which co-work object relationships can be established.
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Figure 1.13: Probability density functions, fX(C−WOR)(x), obtained for different values of TC ,
and Gamma distribution which approximates them.
Chapter 2
Network Navigability
In the previous Chapter, I presented the new paradigm known as Social Internet of Things,
which proposes the integration of social networking concepts into the Internet of Things. The
underneath idea is that every object can look for the desired service using its friendships, in a
distributed manner.
A SIoT network is based on the idea that every object can look for the desired service by
using its relationships, querying its friends, the friends of its friends and so on in a distributed
manner, in order to guarantee an efficient and scalable discovery of objects and services follow-
ing the same principles that characterize the social networks between humans. The assumption
that a SIoT network will be navigable is based on the principle of the sociologist Stanley Mil-
gram about the small-world phenomenon. This paradigm refers to the existence of short chains
of acquaintances among individual in societies [43].
According to this paradigm, each object has to store and manage the information related
to the friendships, implement the search functions, and eventually employ additional tools such
as the trustworthiness relationship module to evaluate the reliability of each friend. Clearly,
the number of relationships affects the memory consumption, the use of computational power
and battery, and the efficacy of the service search operations. It results that the selection of the
friendships is key for a successful deployment of the SIoT. In this Chapter, I intend to address
this issue by analyzing possible strategies for selection of appropriate links for the benefit of
overall network navigability. I first propose five heuristics which are based on local network
properties and that are expected to have an impact on the overall network structures. I then
perform extensive experiments, which are intended to analyze the performance in terms of giant
components, average degree of connections, local clustering and average path length.
The Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1 I present the scenario of the social IoT
and provide a quick survey of the solutions for the search of services in the IoT. In Section 2.2
I introduce the key aspects of network navigability, whereas Section 2.3 presents the strategies
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for link selection and the experimental evaluation.
2.1 Service search in IoT
In this section, I provide some examples of the existing solutions for service search in IoT
context, in order to highlight existing problems. For example, in [44] every sensor carries a
textual description in the form of keywords; data are organized through a two-tiered hierarchy of
mediators where the ones in the lower level are responsible for groups of sensors in geographical
areas, while the single mediator on the top level maintains an aggregated view of the entire
network. However, this approach is not suitable for global search since it proposes a centralized
approach that does not scale well in case of frequent data changes and only supports searches
for pseudo static metadata. The approach in [45] follows a similar model: it uses three level
of mediator instead of two, to deal with tag mobility, but still results inappropriate for global
networks.
In [37], the authors propose a centralized system where objects are contacted based on a
prediction model that calculates the probability of matching the query. In this way, the search
engine does not need to contact all the sensors leading to good scalability with the number of
objects; nevertheless, it is not scalable with the network traffic, since the number of possible
results is significantly larger than the number of actual results, so a lot of sensors are contacted
for no reason.
2.2 Reference scenario
2.2.1 Distributed search in the IoT
In the same way the search of documents of different kind, such as videos and web pages, is
one of the most popular services on the Internet, the search of data from sensors and real-world
entities is expected to be a major service in the IoT in the near future. However, the huge number
of objects and the frequent changes in their data put a great stress on the service search.
In the SIoT, the objects inherit some capabilities of the humans and mimic their behavior
when looking for new friends or services [26]. Indeed, the relationships devised for the SIoT
follow the ones studied in sociological and anthropology fields, such as [28] and [14], since the
owner sets the rules for their creation. The object then creates and manages several kinds of rela-
tionships and uses them to navigate the network, looking for services. The object asks its friends
if they can provide a particular service or if they “know”, i.e. if they have any connections to,
nodes that can provide it.
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Figure 2.1 provides a simple example of a SIoT network, where links represent friendship
ties while the bold line is the best route for node 1 to reach the requested service. In this network,
when node 1 needs a particular service, it does not send a request to a centralized search engine,
but it uses its own friendships to look for, in a decentralize manner, a node with the desired
service, by contacting its friends and the friends of its friends. In this scenario, I aim to evaluate
the impact of several strategies for link selection in order to select an optimal set of friendships
to limit the use of computational resources needed for the search operations.
2.2.2 Key aspects of Network Navigability
In the past years, the problem of network navigability has been widely studied. As defined by
Kleinberg [46], a network is navigable if it “contains short paths among all (or most) pairs of
nodes”. Several independent works, such as [47] and [48], formally describe the condition for
navigability: all, or the most of, the nodes must be connected, i.e. a giant component must exist
in the network, and the effective diameter must be low. In other words, the greatest distance
between any pairs of nodes should not exceed log2(N), where N is the number of nodes in the
network.
When each node has full knowledge of the global network connectivity, finding short com-
munication paths is merely a matter of distributed computation. However, this solution is not
practical since there should be a centralized entity, which would have to handle the requests
from all the objects, or the nodes themselves have to communicate and exchange information
among each other; either way a huge amount of traffic would be generated.
Nevertheless, starting from the Milgram experiment [43], Kleinberg concluded that there
are structural clues that can help people to find a short path efficiently even without a global
knowledge of a network [49] [25]. This means that there are properties in social networks that
make decentralized search possible. Let us suppose to have a network as represented in Fig-
ure 2.1, where node 1 wants to get access to the information owned by node 10 (1 doesn’t
know where the information is located); obviously the optimum path leads through nodes 5 and
7. However, node 1 has three possible paths to choose from and only knows few information
about its neighbors: the property that will guide node 1 to select node 5 as a next hop is that
node 5 has a high degree of centrality, i.e. it has many connections. As such, node 5 represents
then a network hub, i.e. a node that is connected to many other nodes. The ability for a node
to quickly reach a network hub is assured by the existence of network clusters where nodes are
highly interlinked: this characteristic is assured with high value of the local clustering coeffi-
cient, described by Watts and Strogatz [50], and is calculated for each node in a network. It
measures how close the neighbors of a node are to being a clique, i.e. a complete graph, and it
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Figure 2.1: Decentralized search
is calculated as follows:
Clocal(n) =
2 ∗ en
kn ∗ (kn − 1)
(2.1)
where kn represents the number of neighbors of the node n and en is the number of edges
among the neighbors.
Still, node 5 needs some additional hints in order to choose node 7 over node 6, since
both of them have the same degree. This characteristic is the node similarity, an external prop-
erty to the network, derived from some additional information about the nodes. In the SIoT,
node similarity will depend on the particular service requested and on the types of relationships
involved.
The problem of global network navigability is then shifted to the problem of local network
navigability, where neighboring nodes engage in negotiation to create, keep or discard their
relations in order to create network hubs and clusters.
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2.3 Experimental evaluation
2.3.1 Selection of network links
As described in Chapter 1, objects can create, through the mimic of their owner’s behavior,
several types of relationships. Other types of friendships could be added in the future, leaving
to the node the hard work to cope with a huge number of connections. To make the service
search process more efficient and scalable, I propose five heuristics to help the nodes in the
process of selection of the best set of friends.
At first, a node accepts all the friendship requests until it reaches the maximum number of
connections allowed - Nmax. This parameter is intended to limit the computational capabilities
a node needs to resolve a service search request. Then, a node applies one of the following
strategies, to manage any further request:
1. A node refuses any new request of friendships so that the connections are
static.
2. A node accepts new friendships and discards the old ones in order to maxi-
mize the number of nodes it can reach through its friends, i.e. to maximize the
average degree of its friends; the node sorts its friends by their degree and the
node with the lowest value is discarded.
3. A node accepts new friendships and discards the old ones in order to minimize
the number of nodes it can reach through its friends, i.e. to minimize the
average degree of its friends; the node sorts its friends by their degree and the
node with the highest value is discarded.
4. A node accepts new friendships and discards the old ones in order to maxi-
mize its own local cluster coefficient; the node sorts its friends by the number
of their common friends and the node with the lowest value is discarded.
5. A node accepts new friendships and discards the old ones in order to minimize
its own local cluster coefficient; the node sorts its friends by the number of
their common friends and the node with the highest value is discarded.
Let us consider a network example, as shown in Figure 2.2, where the maximum number
of connections is set to Nmax = 5 and let us suppose that node 2 sends a friendship request
to node 1 (dashed line). Since node 1 has already reached Nmax connections, the decision on
this request will depend on the implemented strategy. If node 1 implements strategy 1, it will
simply refuse the request; with strategy 2, node 1 checks the degree of all its friends and of
node 2 and then it terminates the relationship with node 4, which has only one more friend, in
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Figure 2.2: Selection of network links
order to accept the request from node 2 (3 friends). In the same way, using strategy 3, node 1
terminates the relation with node 6, which hasNmax connections, and accepts the request. With
strategy 4, node 1 compares the common friends among its friends and with the requester node
and discards the node 3 with which it has no common friends. In a similar way, with strategy 5,
node 1 discards the relation with node 5 to which it has the highest number of common friends.
2.3.2 Simulation setup
With this simulation analysis, I want to study the impact of each of the proposed strategies on
the objects’ network navigability.
To analyze the navigability of a SIoT network, I would need information about the requests
of establishing new relationships the objects would receive on the basis of their profile, settings
and movements. And I would need this information for huge numbers of real objects. Even if
some platforms already exist that implement the SIoT paradigm, such as [51], this data is not
available to date as real applications have not been deployed yet. For this reason I had to adopt
an alternative solution to test my heuristics as follows:
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Table 2.1: Parameters of Brightkite, SIoT network and Barabsi-Albert model
Brightkite SIoT
network
BA model
Nodes 12275 14557 15000
Number of Edges 39515 67363 75000
Average Path
Length
4.570 4.534 3.905
Average Cluster-
ing Coefficient
0.247 0.375 0.255
Diameter 14 14 6
Average Degree 6.631 9.808 10
Giant Component 84.32% 93.45% 100%
1. first I analyze a social network of humans;
2. from this, I extract the information needed to build the social network of ob-
jects;
3. in the next stage, I extract the characteristics of this network and use these to
run a model that generates synthetic networks with similar properties;
4. and finally I apply the strategies described previously and analyze the results.
For the first step I relied on the real dataset of the location-based online social network
Brightkite obtained from the Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection [52]. This dataset
consists of more than 58k nodes and more than 200k edges, so in order to better analyze its
properties and compare them to synthetic data, I consider only the nodes enclosed between
Atlanta and Boston for a total of approximately 12k nodes and 40k edges. However, the output
of the Brightkite dataset is a trace of the position of humans and of their relationships; since I am
interested in the relationships of the objects I have extended it as follows (step 2): starting from
the scaled network, I suppose that every person carries at least one smart object, for example
a smartphone, so when they get in touch with their friends their objects also come into contact
and have then the possibility to create a SOR. In a similar way, I also simulate the creation of
C-WOR and C-LOR. The resulting SIoT network has around 14.5k nodes and 67k edges. The
parameters of the two networks, obtained from Gephi [53], are showed in Table 2.1, while the
node distribution is shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 for Brightkite and SIoT network respectively.
Both networks comply with the condition for network navigability: at global level, there
is a giant component and the average path length is low; at local level, I can observe how the
nodes are highly interlinked, thanks to the high values of the clustering coefficients, and the
networks have a scale-free degree distribution thus indicating the existence of hubs.
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Figure 2.4: Degree distribution for SIoT
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Figure 2.5: Giant component for all the strategies
Moreover, it is important to point out that the tail of the degree distribution deviates from
the power law due to the scaling, where nodes near the borders do not have a complete set of
friendships. Furthermore, even if the SIoT is expected to have a shorter average path length with
respect to classical social networks, in this case this does not happen since the new relationships
are due to C-LORs and C-WORs that are indeed short range; however, for the same reason, it
is possible to observe a 50% increment of the average local clustering.
To generate and analyze similar networks, I rely on the Baraba´si-Albert model [3], which
is able to generate scale-free networks based on preferential attachment. Starting with a small
number of nodes, at each step, it adds a new node withm edges (m is a parameter for the model)
linked to nodes which are already part of the system. The probability pi that a new node will
be connected to an existing node i depends on its degree ki, so that pi = ki/(
∑
j kj ) leading
to the name preferential attachment. However, since this model generates networks with a low
average cluster coefficient, I use the modified version from Holme and Kim [54], that adds a
triad formation step to the model: after a node j connects to node i, it also connects to one
of its neighbor, thus resulting in a triad formation. The results of this model, using 15k nodes,
connecting each node to m = 5 other nodes and averaged over 5 runs, are shown in Table 2.1,
and it can be observed that it represents a good approximation for the real scenario.
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Figure 2.6: Average degree for all the strategies
2.3.3 Simulation results
Figure 2.5 shows the percentage of the giant component for all strategies. It is important to
note that if I try to minimize the neighborhood degree or the local clustering, I can always
achieve a giant component which includes all nodes. This happens due to the fact that, when a
node with Nmax connections receives a friendship request from a low connected node, it will
always accept it to the detriment of a node with higher connectivity which has high probability
to remain connected to the network. Moreover, I can observe that when using the strategy 1, 2
or 4, the dimension of the giant component naturally decreases with the reduction of the Nmax
value, thus making the network not fully navigable. In the case of using the strategy 2, a node
connected to other nodes withNmax friends will not accept any other relation request, similarly
to a node in a near-clique in strategy 4. Furthermore, I also want to point out, that with strategy
2 and 4 a node can not refuse or discard relationships if this action is going to isolate a node;
in this way, I can achieve larger giant component and I do not have isolated nodes but at least
isolated couples of nodes.
From Figure 2.6 I can observe how the average degree changes with different strategies.
Strategy 3 tries to equalize the number of friendships between the nodes, resulting in a higher
number of relationships in the network and consequently a higher average degree. Similarly,
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Figure 2.7: Local cluster coefficient for all the strategies
strategy 5 discards the nodes with higher local cluster coefficient, to connect with nodes with
low values. Yet, since the local cluster coefficient is not directly connected to the number of
friends, the average degree is lower than in strategy 3. Strategy 2 achieves the lowest average
degree due to the fact that the resulting network has a core of high degree nodes, with Nmax
friendships, and highly interconnected between themselves. These nodes hardly accept any new
friendship, leaving many nodes with a low degree.
Figure 2.7 shows the local cluster coefficient. Strategy 4 and 5 exhibit the highest and
lowest value respectively, since they are designed to achieve these results. Strategy 1 has a
high value due to the triad formation step in the model and to the fact that there is not further
rearrangement of relationships after these has been created; this effect is even stronger when
the number of maximum connections is decreasing. Strategy 2 achieves a higher value than the
model since the core nodes in the network are highly interconnected. It is important to point
out the behavior of the local clustering coefficient for Strategy 3: it has a lower value than the
model and decreases withNmax. This is a result of the equalization of the number of friendships,
leading to a high average degree and easily destroying the triad formation step in the model.
Figure 2.8 shows the average path length. It indicates that strategy 3 and 5 provide shorter
paths than other strategies. This is due to the fact that these strategies manage to create many
long distance relationships. On the other hand, strategy 4 has the worst performance for the
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Figure 2.8: Average path length for all the strategies
exact opposite reason: nodes are too close to be a clique and have difficulties reaching other
nodes; similar reasons hold also for strategy 1 and 2.
Chapter 3
Trustworthiness Management
The focus of this Chapter is on the problem of understanding how the information provided by
members of the social IoT has to be processed so as to build a reliable system on the basis of the
behavior of the objects. The major contributions presented in this Chapter are the followings:
• Definition of the problem of trustworthiness management in the social IoT,
where the objects autonomously establish social relationships and use the re-
sulting network to find the trusted peer(s) that can provide the desired service
when needed.
• Definition of two models for trustworthiness management starting from the
solutions proposed for Peer to Peer (P2P) and social networks. In the subjec-
tive model, more similar to the social scenario, each node computes the trust-
worthiness of its friends on the basis of its own experience and on the opinion
of the friends in common with the potential service provider. In the objective
model, obtained starting from the P2P scenario, the information about each
node is distributed and stored making use of a Distributed Hash Table (DHT)
structure so that any node can make use of the same information.
• Evaluation of the benefits of the trustworthinessmanagement in the IoT, which
shows how it can effectively isolate almost anymalicious nodes in the network
at the expenses of an increase in the network traffic caused by the exchange
of feedback information.
This Chapter is organized as follows: in Section 3.1 I provide a survey of the research on
trustworthiness management in P2P and social networks. In Section 3.2 I define the problem
and introduce the used notations, whereas in Section 3.3 I illustrate the two models proposed.
Section 3.4 presents the system performance.
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3.1 Background
In the first subsection I review the techniques that have been proposed for trustworthiness man-
agement in P2P networks. This scenario is similar to mine, as in both cases there are services or
objects that provide and request information from other peers and then in both cases the eval-
uation of the reliability of the members of the community is vital. However, it is not beneficial
to apply directly, as they are, the solutions seen for P2P systems to the Social IoT, since all the
information about the social aspects would be lost. Indeed, works dealing with trust evaluation
in human social networks, which I review in the second subsection, provide me with important
contributions on how to exploit the concepts of centrality, credibility and link characteristics in
trust evaluation in the Social IoT.
3.1.1 State of the Art in P2P Networks Trust Management
There are only few works about the trust management in IoT. In [55], the authors propose a
model based on fuzzy reputation for trust evaluation to enforce things cooperation in a WSN of
IoT/Cyber Physical System (CPS) based on their behaviors. In [56], by the use of social trust and
Quality of Service (QoS) trust, a hierarchical trust management protocol is proposed. In [57],
the authors use a service classification estimation table to evaluate the user’s trustworthiness. In
[58] users’ trustworthiness in social networks is used to assist the service composition between
objects.
Instead, problem of interacting with unknown peers and isolating malicious peers has been
deeply investigated in P2P networks. To calculate a peer trustworthiness, a system has to store
the reputation information, encourage the sharing of this information among the peers, and
define the rules that from the reputation bring to the peer trust level (see Table 3.1).
There are different approaches that can be used to store trustworthiness information. As
described in [59], all information can be stored in a centralized storage to foster sharing and
make easy the processing; however, it easily leads to a single point of failure. In [60] , the
information is distributed in storage peers. Other approaches are the rater-based storage [61],
where each peer stores trustworthiness information about the peers it has observed, and the
ratee-based storage [62], where each peer stores its own reputation information recorded during
the past transactions.
For a reputation system is important to incentive the peers to cooperate and solve some
well-known problems, such as Free-riders [63] and Tragedy of Commons [64]. A solution is
the one proposed in [65], where a peer can buy and sell reputation information from/to other
peers and loses credit if it behaves maliciously.When a peer decides to share its information, the
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Table 3.1: Approaches used for the storage, sharing, and processing of the reputation informa-
tion
Storage Sharing Processing
Centralized Local Average
Distributed Part Weighted Average
Rater-Based Global Probabilistic Esti-
mation
Ratee-Based
system has to cope with how effectively share them. This problem can be handled in different
ways: local share, part share, and global share. In local share, each peer manages only the
information it is involved with [66]. In part share, each peer shares the information with a set
of specific peers. In [61], the authors propose to share the data through a reputation chain of
acquaintances and neighbors, since it is more reliable than using random peers [61] [62], and
in [67] peers have the possibility to periodically exchange their information. In global share,
a mechanism is adopted to collect the information of all peers. This can be done both with a
centralized storage [59] and with a distributed storage [60] .
Once the information is collected, it is important to use a computation system that is able
to extract a reliable value of the trustworthiness. A simple mechanism relies on the use of an
arithmetic average [68] of all the reputation values a node has received. Other models apply
a weight to the reputation values in different ways: in [69], the authors use different weights
for acquaintance and stranger peers; in [70] the weights are chosen on the basis of the last
reputation value a node has received; [71] considers the similarities between two peers in terms
of released feedback to weight the reputation value. In [60] , the authors assume the existence of
a digraph of social links between peers, where reputation values are assigned to the link based
on the transactions between the peers connected through a link. Finally, some algorithms make
use of probabilistic estimation techniques [72], [73], and the maximum likelihood estimation
[73] to match the reputation value into the probability that a peer will cooperate.
3.1.2 State of the Art in Social Networks Trust Management
In the past few years, online social networks have become more and more popular and conse-
quently several methods to calculate trust, and sometimes distrust between two person [74] have
been proposed, together with key applications to allow users to secure their data [75]. In these
scenarios, it is considered a person (say Alice) to trust another person (say Bob) if her actions
are based on the belief that Bob’s behavior will lead to a good outcome. However, some works
(e.g., [76]), add another dimension to the traditional probability model of belief and disbelief,
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considering ignorance as an essential part of human behavior.
In [77], the authors classify online social networks in three generations based on the level
of sociality they present and show trust relation mechanisms for each generation. The first gen-
eration is characterized by weak sociality where the relationship between partecipants is implicit
and the partecipants can not make a new friend with a friend’s friend; the second generation has
medium sociality and relationship between partecipants is only binary (friend or not friend),
but partecipants have the possibility to extend their relationship list by adding friends of friends
even if only inside the same social network platform. In the third generation of social network,
different types of relationship exist and partecipants can establish new relationships and conduct
activities across different social networks. Furthermore, multiple types of relationship between
users have lead to the development of relationship-based techniques for trust management in
Social Networks [78][79]. According to this definition, it is possible to consider the SIoT be-
longing to the third generation with explicit non binary relationship between participants.
The main properties of trust are well defined and many works contribute to describe them
([80], [81], [82], [83] and [84]). One of the most important and controversial is the transitivity,
based on the concept of recommendation of someone that is not directly known, i.e., if Alice
trusts Bob and Bob trusts Eric then Alice trusts Eric. Indeed, it has been demonstrated in [84]
that in real life trust is not always transitive but depends on the particular service requested. In
[83], constraints are given so that trust can be considered transitive if the trust edges have the
same purpose and only in this case the trust system can exploit this property. These constraints
imply that different trust matrixes have to be stored for every service, since if Alice trusts Bob
for fixing her car, she could not trust Bob for advising her a good restaurant.
Another important property is called composability. It is the ability to compose the recom-
mendations from different friends into a unique value and then decide whether to trust or not
someone. With different trust values from different friends, a composition function is needed in
order to obtain accurate results.
Since trust is related to a person’s past experience, another important property in social
network is the personalization. Accordingly, it’s not unusual that two people have different
opinions about the same person. For the same reason, trust is also asymmetric, i.e., two people
tied by a relationship may have different levels of trustworthiness each other.
3.2 Introduction to the Proposed Solution
The SIoT provides the objects with some capabilities of the humans when looking for and
providing information in their social communities, i.e., the objects mimic the human social
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behavior [26]. The type of relationships that have been devised for the SIoT have been taken
from some sociology and anthropology studies (e.g., [28] and [14]). [85] provides some exper-
imental analyses when implementing this behavioral model on the IoT. As in most of the IoT
architectures, in SIoT the owner has the control on the object functions and social interactions.
Among the supervision functionalities, the system (the object) asks the owner to authorize the
provisioning of a particular service/piece of information to other objects’ requests. The owner
then empowers the object to allows for providing the service or not depending on the specific
request (requesting object owner identity and interaction context). This is done at the first oc-
currences whereas the system learn and behave accordingly for the next transactions. The owner
behavior indeed depends on the (direct and indirect) relationships with the requester and on his
personality (collaborative, selfish, greedy, malicious and other).
Within this scenario, I aim at designing and experimenting a dynamic trust model for
assessing the trustworthiness level of nodes. The next subsection describes the used notation,
the second subsection illustrates the trust models, and the third one described the main elements
used in the adopted models.
3.2.1 Notation and Problem Definition
The main focus of this Chapter is the design of a dynamic trust model for assessing the trust-
worthiness level of nodes in a Social Internet of Things. In my modelling, the set of nodes in
the SIoT is P = {p1, ..., pi, ...pM} with cardinality M , where pi represents a generic node. In
my problem setting, let the network be described by an undirected graph G = {P, E}, where
E ⊆ {P × P} is the set of edges, each representing a social relation between a couple of nodes.
Let Ni = {pj ∈ P : pi, pj ∈ E} be the neighbourhoods of node pi, namely the nodes that share
a relation with pi, and Kij = {pk ∈ P : pk ∈ Ni ∩Nj} be the set of common friends between
pi and pj .
Let Sj be the set of services that can be provided by pj . The reference scenario is rep-
resented by pi requesting a particular service Sh. I assume that the Service discovery com-
ponent receives the request of this service from pi and returns to it a set of nodes Zh =
{pj ∈ P : Sh ∈ Sj} that are able to provide the service Sh. For each of this potential service
providers pj ∈ Zh, the Service discovery component returns a set of edges Rij =
{
paijp
b
ij
}
,
which represents the sequence of social links that constitute the selected path from pi to pj
in the SIoT. At this point, the Trustworthiness management component is expected to provide
the important function of listing the trust level of any node in Zh. This is the objective of this
Chapter.
Figure 3.1 provides a simple example of a generic graph G where: P = {p1, · · ·p10}, with
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Figure 3.1: Representation of the network nodes
each node capable of providing one or two services, as highlighted in the grey cloud; p1 is the
node that is requesting the service S10, as highlighted in the white cloud; Z10 = {p5} is the set
of nodes that can provide the requested service; R1,5 = {p1p4, p4p8, p8p5} is the set of edges
that constitute the path returned by the Service discovery process for p1 to reach p5. In this
figure, I also highlight the set N1 = {p2, p3, p4} of nodes that are friends of p1 (in blue color).
Within note that the set K1,4 = {p2, p3} of nodes represents the common friends between p1
and p4.
3.2.2 Trust Models
In such a scenario, I envision two possible models for the implementation of the Trustworthiness
management component, based on the dimension of trust semantics [86]:
1. Subjective trustworthiness, derived from a social point of view, where each
node pi computes the trustworthiness of its Ni friends on the basis of its own
experience and on the basis of that of its friends; I refer to this trustworthiness
with Tij , i.e., the trustworthiness of node pj seen by node pi. If pi and pj are
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not friends, then the trustworthiness is calculated by word of mouth through
a chain of friendships.
2. Objective trustworthiness, obtained from P2P scenarios, where the informa-
tion about each node is distributed and stored making use of a DHT structure.
This information is visible to every node but is only managed by special nodes
that I call Pre-Trusted Objects (PTOs). I refer to this trustworthiness with Tj ,
i.e., the trustworthiness of pj seen by the entire network.
Table 3.2 shows how the proposed models match the approaches described in Section
3.1.1 in terms of storage, sharing, and processing of the reputation information while Table 3.3
summarizes the properties taken from the social networks studies.
The proposed subjective approach shows all the properties typical of trust in online social
networks, as described in Section 3.1.2. Indeed, the SIoT can be seen as an application where
the objects establish relations and cooperate to provide new services to the users; according
to this vision, trust is not related anymore to a particular service, since all the objects in the
SIoT try to achieve the same goal and then it can be considered transitive in this scenario.
Then, when pi and pj are not friends, the transitivity property is exploited. Still, a node uses a
composability function to combine the recommendations from the Kij friends. Moreover, trust
is both personal and asymmetric since every object has its own opinion about the other nodes
based on its personal experiences, which are different from node to node. These properties
have been taken from the past works, whereas other new concepts have been introduced. When
building the direct objects opinions, not only are the friendship links taken into account but
also the type of relationship. When combining the indirect opinions about a node received from
friends, I introduce weights that are built on the basis of the node credibility.
In the proposed objective approach, with the use of the Pre-Trusted Objects, the expe-
riences of each node are shared with the entire network, so that there is not transitivity, per-
sonalization, and asymmetry. Nevertheless, a composability function is still exploited in order
to build a unique trustworthiness value. Similarly to the subjective case, I take the mentioned
property of composability from past works as well as the concepts of weighted feedback and
credibility to estimate trust values. However, the relationship factor is introduced to estimate
the credibility of a released feedback and the centrality is exploited to estimate the total trust
value. According to this analysis, I can say that the proposed subjective model derives directly
from the approaches adopted for trust management in social networks scenario, whereas the
objective model takes the basis from the P2P-related approaches and exploits some properties
of the social network area.
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Table 3.2: Approaches taken from the P2P Studies for the Management of the Reputation Infor-
mation according to Table 3.1
Storage Sharing Processing
Subjective Rater-Based Part Weighted Av-
erage
Objective Distributed Global Weighted Av-
erage
Table 3.3: Properties taken from the Social Networks Studies
Subjective Objective
Transitivity X
Composability X X
Personalization X
Asymmetry X
3.2.3 Basic Trust Elements
Regardless of the particular model implemented, to estimate such reputation I identify seven
major factors.
A feedback system allows a node pi to provide an evaluation of the service it has received
by the provider pj . Feedback is represented by f
l
ij , which refers to each transaction l and can be
expressed either in a binary way (f lij ∈ {0, 1}, i.e., pi rates 1 if it is satisfied by the service and
0 otherwise), or using values in a continuous range (f lij ∈ [0, 1]) to evaluate different levels of
satisfaction.
The total number of transactions between two nodes, indicated byNij , enables the model
to detect if two nodes pi and pj have an abnormally high number of transactions.
The credibility of node pi, referred to withCji (in a subjective way with respect to pj) orCi
(objective) depending on the model used, represents a key factor in evaluating the information
(feedback and trust level) provided by the nodes. This feature can assume values in the range
[0, 1], with value 1 assigned to nodes with the highest credibility.
The transaction factor ωlij indicates the relevance of transaction l between pi and pj . It is
used to discriminate important transactions, ωlij = 1, from irrelevant ones, ω
l
ij = 0, and can be
used as a weight for the feedback. This parameter avoids nodes to build up their trustworthiness
with small transactions and then become malicious for an important one. For example, a node
builds up its reputation by being honest when providing information about temperature or hu-
midity and then starts to act malicious when asked for a banking transaction. In addition, it can
be used to discriminate the functionality of the transactions, so that a node can be trusted only
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for certain types of service.
To these, I add other two key factors that exploit the main features of the social network
among the objects.
One is the relationship factor Fij that is related to the type of relation that connects pi to
pj and represents a unique characteristic of the SIoT. It is useful to either mitigate or enhance
the information provide by a friend. Until now, a SIoT implementation does not exist yet, so
there are not practical evidences about the weight to assign to each relationship to evaluate the
trust. However, the forms of socialization among objects, fully presented in [85], have been de-
vised to represent the human relationships and there are important studies about the connection
between relationships and trust. It is a matter of fact that a close friend is more reliable than an
acquaintance or a complete stranger [87]. Additionally, many works demonstrate how the rela-
tionship and the support from family members are stronger than those received from friends and
acquaintances [88], [89]. Moreover, it has been proved from several independent activities that
strong ties lead to stronger trust relationship; e.g., in [90] Krackhardt shows how the strong ties
imply strong interaction ties for trust and trustworthiness, whereas in [91] Ruef suggests that
trust and emotional support are the basic requirements for the creation of strong groups. Based
on these considerations, I have assigned different values to Fij on the basis of the relation that
connects pi to pj (see Table 3.4). As it will be clear in the following higher values have higher
impact on the computed trust. This is a possible setting that I use in this Chapter on the basis of
the following reasoning (but other values can be used as well if justified by different principles).
Between two objects that belong to the same owner and then are linked by an OOR, the rela-
tionship factor has been assigned with the highest value. According to the mentioned studies,
C-LOR and the C-WOR have been set with only a slightly lower value since are established be-
tween domestic objects and objects of the same workplace, respectively. SORs are relationships
established between objects that are encountered occasionally (then owned by acquaintances)
and for this reason a smaller value is given. Finally, the PORs are the most risky, since they
are created between objects of the same brand but that never met and depend only on the model
object. If two nodes are tied by two or more relationships, the strongest relation with the highest
factor is considered.
The other one is the notion of centrality of pi that is refereed to with Rij (with respect
to pj) in the subjective approach and with Ri in the objective approach. It provides a peculiar
information of the social network since if a node has many relationships or is involved in many
transactions, it is expected to assume a central role in the network. As described in [92], central-
ity is “related to group efficiency in problem-solving, perception of leadership and the personal
satisfaction of participants”.
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Table 3.4: Parameters for Relationship Factor and Computation Capabilities
Relationship Factor
Ownership Object Relationship OOR 1
Co-Location Object Relationship C-LOR 0.8
Co-Work Object Relationship C-WOR 0.8
Social Object Relationship SOR 0.6
Parental Object Relationship POR 0.5
Computation Capabilities
Class 1 Smartphone, tablet, Set top box 0.8
Class 2 Sensor, RFID 0.2
Another important characteristics of the members of IoT is also considered. The computa-
tion capability of an object, namely its intelligence Ij . It is a static characteristic of the objects
and does not vary over the time. The rational is that I expect a smart object to have more capa-
bilities to cheat with respect to a “dummy” object, leading to riskier transactions. As a reference
example, I can consider the case of an air conditioner that request information about the tem-
perature value in a room. Then, the Service discovery process proposes two possible providers:
a smartphone and a sensor. Obviously a smartphone is more powerful than a sensor, increasing
the chances to act maliciously; accordingly, trusting the sensor instead of the smartphone leads
to a safer choice. However the final decision also depends on the other factors used to compute
the trustworthiness. To this, I divide the objects into two different classes, and assign to each
class a different value, as shown in Table 3.4: Class1 is assigned to objects with great computa-
tional and communication capabilities; to this class belong objects such as smartphones, tablets,
vehicle control units, displays, set top boxes, smart video cameras; Class2 is assigned to objects
with only sensing capabilities, that is, any object just capable of providing a measure of the
environment status and to the RFID-tagged objects.
3.3 Subjective and Objective Models
3.3.1 Subjective Trustworthiness
According to the subjective model, each node stores and manages the feedback needed to cal-
culate the trustworthiness level locally. This is intended to avoid a single point of failure and
infringement of the values of trustworthiness. I first describe the scenario where pi and pj are
adjacent nodes, i.e., where they are linked by a social relationship. Then, I considered the other
scenarios where they are farer each other in the social network. As already introduced, Tij is the
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trustworthiness of pj seen by pi and is computed as follows
Tij = (1− α− β)Rij + αO
dir
ij + βO
ind
ij (3.1)
Accordingly, pi computes the trustworthiness of its friends on the basis of their centrality
Rij , of its own direct experience O
dir
ij , and of the opinion O
ind
ij of the friends in common with
node pj (Kij). All these addends are in the range [0, 1] and the weights are selected so that their
sum is equal to 1 to have Tij is in the range [0, 1] as well.
The centrality of pj with respect to pi is defined as follows
Rij =
|Kij|(
|Ni| − 1
) (3.2)
and represents how much pj is central in the “life” of pi and not how much it is considered
central for the entire network. This aspect helps with preventing malicious nodes that build up
many relationships to have high values of centrality for the entire network. Indeed, if two nodes
have a lot of friends in common, this means they have similar evaluation parameters about
building relationships. This is even more true if the SIoT considers the possibility to terminate a
relationship when a very low value of trustworthiness is reached (which is not implemented now
in the SIoT). In this way, only the trustworthy relationships are considered in the computation
of the centrality and then it can better highlight nodes similarity.
When pi needs the trustworthiness of pj , it checks the last direct transactions and deter-
mines its own opinion as described in the following
Odirij =
(
log(Nij + 1)
1 + log(Nij + 1)
)
(γOlonij + (1− γ)O
rec
ij )+
+
(
1
1 + log(Nij + 1)
)
(δFij + (1− δ)(1− Ij))
(3.3)
This equation tells us that even if no transactional history is available between the two
nodes (Nij = 0), pi can judge pj on the basis of the type of relation that links each other and on
the computation capabilities. If some interactions already occurred between them, a long-term
opinion Olon and a short-term opinion Orec are considered with different weights. Also when
Nij is not null the relationship factor and the computation capabilities are considered again, with
a weight that decreases as Nij increases. As shown in Figure 3.2, only for Class2 objects, when
two nodes have not had any transactions yet, these are the only information available. But when
other information becomes available from the transactions between pi and pj (Nij > 0), the
relationship factor and the computation capabilities start to lose their importance and eventually
only the opinion built up with past transactions is considered.
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Figure 3.2: Direct opinion behavior according to the number of transaction and for different
values of the relationship factor of Class2 objects, with γ = δ = 0.5 and Olonij = O
rec
ij = 0.75
The long and short-term opinions are computed as follows
Olonij =
Llon∑
l=1
ωlijf
l
ij
Llon∑
l=1
ωlij
(3.4)
Orecij =
Lrec∑
l=1
ωlijf
l
ij
Lrec∑
l=1
ωlij
(3.5)
Llon and Lrec represent the lengths of the long-term and short-term opinion temporal windows,
respectively (Llon > Lrec), and l indexes from the latest transactions (l = 1) to the oldest one
(l = Llon). Moreover, the transaction factor ωij is used to weight the feedback messages. The
short-term opinion is useful when evaluating the risk associated with a node, i.e., the possibility
for a node to start acting in a malicious way or oscillating around a regime value after building
up its reputation. In fact, the long-term opinion is not sensitive enough to suddenly detect this
scenario, since it needs a long time to change the accumulated score.
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The indirect opinion is expressed as
Oindij =
|Kij |∑
k=1
(
CikO
dir
kj
)
|Kij |∑
k=1
Cik
(3.6)
where each of the common friends in Kij gives its own opinion of pj . In this expression, the
credibility values are used to weight the different indirect opinions so that those provided by
friends with low credibility impact less than those provided by “good” friends:
Cik = ηO
dir
ik + (1− η)Rik (3.7)
From (3.7) it is possible to note that Cik depends on the direct opinion and on the cen-
trality. Note that the computation of the indirect opinion requires adjacent nodes to exchange
information on their direct opinions and list of friends. To reduce the traffic load, it is possible
for pi to request the indirect opinion only to those nodes with a high credibility value.
(3.2) - (3.7) allow us to finally compute the subjective trustworthiness in (3.1). Indeed, for
the idea itself of subjective trustworthiness, all the formulas I have shown in this section are not
symmetric so that in general Tij 6= Tji.
If pi, that requests the service, and pj , that provides it, are not adjacent, i.e., are not linked
by a direct social relationship, the computation of all the trustworthiness values is carried out
by considering the sequence of friends that link indirectly pi to pj . The trustworthiness values
between no-adjacent nodes T ′ij is computed as follows
T ′ij =
∏
a,b:paijp
b
ij∈Rij
Tab (3.8)
The requester asks for the trust value of the provider through the route discovered by the
Service discovery process (bold route in Figure 3.3(a)) and the values are obtained through
word of mouth from requester to provider making use of the social relationship described above
(green route in Figure 3.3(b)). Note that in (3.8) I am not considering the direct experiences of pi
with pj . The reason is that in the subjective model, each node stores and manages the feedback
and all the information needed to calculate the trustworthiness level of only adjacent nodes. If
nodes used (3.1) to compute the trustworthiness of nodes that are not adjacent, they would need
to store a huge amount of data, resulting in a burden on their memory, computation capabilities
and battery.
At the end of each transaction, pi assigns a feedback f
l
ij to the service received; in the
case pi and pj are adjacent, pi directly assigns this feedback to pj . Moreover, pi computes the
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Figure 3.3: Trustworthiness evaluation process for the no-adjacent nodes p1 and p5: request of
the trust value for a distant node (a), computation of the trust level by multiplying the trust level
among adjacent nodes (b) and releasing feedback to the nodes involved in the transaction (c)
feedback to be assigned to the friends in Kij that have contributed to the computation of the
trustworthiness by providing Odirik , so as to reward/penalize them for their advice. According to
(3.9), if a node gave a positive opinion, it receives the same feedback as the provider, namely
a positive feedback if the transaction was satisfactory, f lij ≥ 0.5, and a negative one otherwise,
f lij < 0.5; instead, if pk gave a negative opinion, then it receives a negative feedback if the
transaction was satisfactory and a positive one otherwise. Note that the feedback generated by
pi are stored locally and used for future trust evaluations.
f lik =
{
f lij if O
dir
kj ≥ 0.5
1− f lij if O
dir
kj < 0.5
(3.9)
In the case there is more than one degree of separation, the node pi assigns a feedback to
the adjacent node along the path to the provider. The same assignment is then performed by all
the nodes along the path to the provider, unless a node with a low credibility is found (in this
case the process is interrupted). With reference to Figure 3.3(c), p1 stores the feedback about p4
and nodes in K1,4 (i.e., p2 and p3) locally. Then it propagates the feedback to p4, which accepts
it only if the credibility of p1 is high (greater than a predefined threshold). p4 utilizes it to rate
p8, its last intermediate, and their common friends, in this case only p3. Then p4 propagates the
feedback to p8 and so on up to the provider of the service.
According to this approach, negative feedback is given not only to malicious nodes per-
forming maliciously, but also to malicious nodes that give false references and even to nodes
that do not act maliciously but are connected to portions of the network wich are not reliable.
3.3.2 Objective Trustworthiness
According to this approach, the values needed to compute the trustworthiness of a node are
stored in a distributed system making use of a DHT structure on the network. Several DHT sys-
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tems are available for this purpose, such as CAN [93], Chord [94], Pastry [95]. In the following,
I refer to the Chord system since I have statistics to estimate the performance and open-source
tools are commonly available for implementation and simulation.
A DHT system is based on an abstract keyspace, where each node is responsible for a set
of keys. An overlay network then connects the nodes, allowing them to find the owner of any
given key in the keyspace. To store a file, with a given filename and data, a key for the filename
is generated through a hash function (SHA-1 with Chord) and the data and the key are sent to
the node responsible for that key. If a node wants to retrieve the data, it first generates the key
from the filename and then sends to the DHT a request for the node that holds the data with
that key. Chord is a DHT structure that provides good scalability with respect to the network
size, since the overhead for information retrieval scales as O(logM) [94], where M are the
nodes in the network. It is also very robust to the phenomenon of high churn-rate, i.e., to those
nodes moving in and out of the network frequently. This feature is even more important in the
IoT settings where the nodes are usually characterized by a more ephemeral connectivity with
respect to the scenario of file-sharing.
In my scenario every node can query the DHT to retrieve the trustworthiness value of
every other node in the network. In Figure 3.4, p1 queries the DHT to retrieve information
about the route discovered by the Service discovery process, namely p4, p8, and p5. To avoid the
problem of distributed storage approach where malicious nodes are selected as storage nodes,
only special nodes, that I call Pre-Trusted Objects (PTOs), are able to store the data about
feedback or trustworthiness values. PTOs do not provide any service and are integrated in the
architecture; their number is decided based on the number of nodes in the SIoT, so that there
is always a PTO available to manage the data. In Figure 3.4, p1 sends the feedback about the
transaction to the PTO, that has the role to calculate the new trustworthiness values of the nodes
involved in the last transaction, taking into account the source of the feedback to avoid fake
feedback. Then, through the DHT, it generates the key associated with the data and stores it in
the node responsible for that key, that is p7 in this case.
When pi needs to know the latest trustworthiness value of pj , it queries the DHT to re-
trieve it. In this case, there are no direct and indirect opinions since all the nodes can read the
trustworthiness value of all other nodes in the DHT, and the trustworthiness is expressed as
Tj = (1− α− β)Rj + αO
lon
j + βO
rec
j (3.10)
Centrality is now based on the idea that a node is central in the network if it is involved in
many transactions, as expressed in the following
Rj =
(Aj +Hj)
(Qj + Aj +Hj)
(3.11)
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Figure 3.4: Objective case: request and store of the trust value
where Qj is the number of times pj requested a service, Aj is the number of times it acted as
an intermediate node in a transaction, and Hj counts how many times it is the provider of a
service. A node is considered central if it takes part actively to the SIoT, as either intermediate
or provider of the service, in many transactions with respect to all its transactions.
Furthermore, in this approach, the short and long-term opinions are computed considering
the feedback received from all the nodes that interacted with pj
Olonj =
M∑
i=1
Llon∑
l=1
Cijω
l
ijf
l
ij
M∑
i=1
Llon∑
l=1
Cijω
l
ij
(3.12)
Orecj =
M∑
i=1
Lrec∑
l=1
Cijω
l
ijf
l
ij
M∑
i=1
Lrec∑
l=1
Cijω
l
ij
(3.13)
To limit the possibility of malicious nodes giving false feedback to subvert the reputation
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system, every feedback is weighted with the credibility of the node that provides it in addition
to the transaction factor. The credibility is defined as follows
Cij =
(1− γ − δ)Ti + γ(1− Fij) + δ(1− Ij)
1 + log (Nij + 1)
(3.14)
In this way, nodes with strong relations (i.e., with a small value of the relationship factor),
with high computation capabilities or nodes that have a high number of transactions between
them, receive a lower credibility. Indeed, this is motivated by the opinion that nodes that fall in
this situation (strong relationship links, high intelligence and many interactions) are potential
candidates to collusive malicious behavior.
3.4 Experimental Evaluation
This Section analyses the performance of the proposed models through simulations. Due to the
lack of real data concerning some aspects of objects behavior, a complete theoretical analysis
of the models performance cannot be achieved. For this reason in Appendix A, I provide a first
theoretical analysis for the subjective model case.
3.4.1 Simulation Setup
To conduct my performance analysis, I needed mobility traces of a large number of objects.
I resorted on the mobility model called Small World In Motion (SWIM) [40], [6] to generate
the synthetic data and on the real dataset of the location-based online social network Brightkite
obtained from the Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection [52].
The outputs of the SWIM model and the Brightkite dataset are traces of the position of
humans. In this Chapter, instead, I am interested in the mobility of things. Accordingly, I have
extended them as follows. I assume that each user owns a set of things that are connected to the
SIoT and that during any movement the user carries half of these objects and leaves the others
at home. I decided to run the experiments with about 800 nodes, considering that each person
owns an average of 7 objects. Objects that stay at home create co-location relationships. Every
node is produced by a specific company and is characterized by a model ID; this information is
used to build the parental object relationships. The other relationships are created on the basis
of the objects (and then owners) movements, mainly taking into account how often objects meet
and for how long and where. All the details about the establishment of these social relationships
are provided in [26] and [85]. Two different behaviors can be considered in a social network:
one is always benevolent and cooperative so that I call the relevant node social nodes. The other
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one is a strategic behavior corresponding to an opportunistic participant who cheats whenever
it is advantageous for it to do so. I call it malicious node and it gives bad services, false refer-
ences, and false feedback. Its behavior is described by Algorithm 1. Accordingly, it only acts
maliciously with objects that it meets occasionally or it has never met, in the same way a person
behaves benevolent with close friends and family members and acts maliciously with every-
one else (if she/he is malicious). Note that this object behavior is inherited from the owner that
authorizes the object interactions according to her/his profile. However, this is true only if the
object has enough computational compatibilities to distinguish one relationships from another;
otherwise it acts maliciously with everyone. The percentage of malicious nodes is denoted by
mp and it is set by default to 25%; I denote withmr the percentage of time in which these nodes
behave maliciously (by defaultmr = 100%).
Algorithm 1Malicious node behavior
if malicious node belongs to Class 1 then
switch (relationship factor)
case OOR, C-LOR, C-WOR:
act benevolent
case SOR:
act benevolent only with close friends
case POR:
act maliciously
default:
act maliciously
end switch
end if
if malicious node belongs to Class 2 then
act malicious with everyone
end if
At the start of each transaction, the simulator chooses randomly the node requesting the
service and randomly select the nodes that can provide the service, corresponding to a percent-
age res of the total number of SIoT nodes (by default res = 5%). The malicious node can then
be the one requesting the service, the one providing the service or, only in the subjective ap-
proach, the one providing its opinion about another node. In the first case, it provides negative
feedback to every node involved in the transaction; in the second case, it provides the wrong
service and should then received a negative feedback; finally, in the third case, it provides a
negative opinion about the other nodes.
Table 3.5 shows the simulation parameters of the system, and the different weights used
with the two approaches. For simplicity, I decided to use a binary feedback system to rate the
other nodes according to whether the transaction was satisfactory. For the same reason, I con-
sidered all the transactions equally important and I set the transaction factor to 1; finally, each
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Table 3.5: Simulation parameters
General parameters
Parameter Description Default
Community
setting
M # of nodes in the SIoT 800
mp % of malicious nodes 25 %
mr % of transactions a ma-
licious nodes acts mali-
cious
100 %
res % of nodes who re-
spond to a transaction
request
5 %
Trust compu-
tation
Llon # of transaction in the
long-term opinion
50
Lrec # of transaction in the
short-term opinion
5
n # of run for each exper-
iment
4
Subjective model parameters
Parameter Description Value
α weight of the direct opinion 0.4
β weight of the indirect opinion 0.3
γ weight of the long-term opinion 0.5
δ weight of the relationship factor 0.5
η weight of the direct opinion in the credi-
bility
0.7
Objective model parameters
Parameter Description Value
α weight of the long-term opinion 0.4
β weight of the short-term opinion 0.4
γ weight of the relationship factor in the
credibility
0.3
δ weight of the intelligence in the credibil-
ity
0.3
object randomly belongs to one of the computation capabilities classes. To find the optimal
system setting I analyzed the models response at varying parameter values. The optimal con-
figuration is provided in Table 3.5. To show the system response at different settings, Table 3.6
displays the transaction success rate when the system has reached the steady-state using the
SWIM data. Each row refers to the change of only one parameter while the others keep the
optimal setting. As expected, in the subjective approach, the direct opinion has a more impact
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Table 3.6: Parameters setting
Subjective model values
α = 0.1 0.88 α = 0.4 0.93 α = 0.7 0.91
β = 0.1 0.92 β = 0.3 0.94 β = 0.6 0.93
γ = 0.2 0.91 γ = 0.5 0.93 γ = 0.8 0.92
δ = 0.2 0.9 δ = 0.5 0.94 δ = 0.8 0.92
η = 0.1 0.91 η = 0.4 0.93 η = 0.7 0.94
Objective model values
α = 0.2 0.89 α = 0.4 0.95 α = 0.6 0.93
β = 0.2 0.91 β = 0.4 0.94 β = 0.6 0.93
γ = 0.1 0.92 γ = 0.3 0.95 γ = 0.7 0.93
δ = 0.1 0.93 δ = 0.3 0.94 δ = 0.7 0.91
than the indirect opinion because it is affected by a node own experience, whereas in the ob-
jective approach, the most important parameter is the long-term opinion because it takes into
account the story of the node. In both the approaches the centrality is the factor that less affects
the performance, since it is a slow time variant factor.
After a node chooses the provider of the service on the basis of the highest computed
trustworthiness level, it sends to it the service request. Depending on how the SIoT model is
implemented, the service can be delivered either through the nodes that discovered the service,
i.e., the social network is also used to transmit the service requests and the responses on top
of the existing transport network (overlay structure) or directly relying on the beneath commu-
nication network (non-overlay structure). In the first case, a malicious node can interfere with
the deliver of the service even if it is in the route from pi to pj since it is asked to forward the
service request to pj and the response back pi. In the latter case, a malicious node can alter the
service only if it is the provider.
3.4.2 Transaction Success Rate
In this section I present the results for the objective and subjective approaches in the case over-
lay network is used or not used. I compare the performance of the proposed models with those
of the Dynamic Trust Computation of the Trust Value Measure (TVM/DTC) proposed for P2P
networks, described in [71]. It relies on a reputation system, which defines a recursive function
that uses the trust value of a peer as its feedback credibility measure. I also selected a trust man-
agement algorithm for social networks, named TidalTrust [96], which infers trust relationships
between people that do not have direct connections through their indirect links. These compar-
isons are aimed at analyzing the improvements I obtain with respect to the state of the art in the
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Figure 3.5: Transaction success rate in the SWIM scenario versus the total number of performed
transactions with Class 2 objects
specific reference SIoT scenario. I also show the case in which a trust model is not used.
Figure 3.5 shows the success rate when the malicious nodes only belong to Class2 in the
SWIM scenarios. It is possible to observe that the objective model has a faster convergence and
presents an higher success rate. This happens since in the objective case, the feedback about a
transaction is immediately available to the entire community bringing to a faster converge. In-
deed, this model allows for isolating the malicious nodes as fast as 4000 transactions are reached
(success rate equal to 99,9%). The subjective approach has indeed a slower transitory, since ev-
ery node has to build up its own opinion. Still, it’s important to point out that this scenario is a
very basic one. Malicious Class2 objects are very easy to be identified since they don’t behave
differently according to the service client, so I can say that this scenario is typical of the P2P net-
works and then it is favorable for the objective model. Accordingly, the TVM/DTC algorithm
presents performance comparable to my objective approach. Differently, Tidal Trust chooses
the providers with a weak criteria since a Class2 object acts maliciously with everyone; never-
theless, with respect to the case where no trust algorithm is used, TidalTrust can still achieve
significant success rates. Note that since the feedback system is not adopted, the performance
don’t improve as the number of transactions increases. Since this scenario is a very simplicistic
one, I can not observe big differences between the overlay and non-overlay structure; they will
be discussed in further simulations.
I now consider the same scenario but with Class1 malicious objects, which can modify
their behavior based on the social relationships. Results are shown in Figure 3.6 for the SWIM
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Figure 3.6: Transaction success rate in the SWIM scenario versus the total number of performed
transactions with Class 1 objects
scenarios. Still it can be noted as the objective approach converges faster and reaches its steady-
state after around 4000 transactions. However, in this case the node trustworthiness is global
and mixes the opinions of both the nodes with which it behaved maliciously and the nodes
with which it behaved benevolent. This is a drawback only partially addressed by using the
relationship factor (see (3.14)), so that is more difficult to isolate the malicious nodes. With
the subjective model each node stores its own trustworthiness data and has its own opinion
about the network so that it is clearly more robust towards Class1 malicious objects behavior.
As also discussed previously, this approach needs more time to converge but it manages to
outperform the objective model after 7000 transactions.With respect to the scenario with Class2
objects, the steady-state performance is slightly worse; this is due to the indirect opinion (see
(3.6)) a node receives from its neighbours, since all the rest of the key data is stored locally.
This information depends on the relation between the reference nodes and the service provider,
so that can be either positive or negative and can confuse the service requester; however this
information is weighted with the credibility of the source node (see (3.7)), which depends only
on the experience of the node that is performing the trustworthiness evaluation.
Another key observation related to the Class1 scenario is that the structure chosen to deliver
the service influences the performance. In particular, the use of the overlay structure, where
the social network is also used to transmit the service requests and responses, leads to lower
performance; indeed, a malicious node can interfere with the delivery of the service because
it is in the route from the requester to the provider and it is asked to forward the message.
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Figure 3.7: Transaction success rate in the Brightkite scenario versus the total number of per-
formed transactions with Class 2 objects
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Figure 3.8: Transaction success rate in the Brightkite scenario versus the total number of per-
formed transactions with Class 1 objects
This cannot happen in the non-overlay structure, where a malicious node can alter the service
response only when acting as final provider.
Additionally, it is important to remark that adding the social behavior in the malicious
nodes leads to an increase in the TidalTrust performance by almost 5% and a decrease in the
TVM/DTC performance by almost 10%. However, it is clear that in the specific SIoT scenario,
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the well-known techniques for trustworthiness computation studied for either P2P or social net-
works are not enough to obtain a reliable system, and both my models, subjective and objective,
using or not the overlay structure, can outperform these approaches.
Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 show the success rate in the Brightkite scenario when malicious nodes
belong to Class2 and Class1, respectively. One of the main differences that can be noted by
comparing the results obtained with the two dataset is that in the Brightkite scenario the sub-
jective approach performs slight better than in the SWIM scenario. This is due to the fact that
Brightkite is characterized by a shorter network diameter on average with respect to the so-
cial graphs generated with SWIM (3 hops instead of 4 hops). Accordingly, in Brightkite every
node has more relationships with respect to the SWIM case, which are then exploited by the
subjective model that strongly relies on objects direct experience.
I now want to analyze the results at varying percentage of the malicious nodes. Figs. 3.9
and 3.10 refer to the Brightkite scenario with the non-overlay structure and using the subjective
and objective approaches, respectively. I note how the subjective approach always converges
even with 70% of malicious nodes, since every node has its own vision of the network based on
its own experiences. However, the accuracy of this approach decreases, since there is the need
for more feedback messages to be collected to cope with the bad recommendations received.
Instead, the objective approach is much more sensible to the malicious concentration since
every node shares its opinion with the others: with 50% of malicious nodes in the network the
performance reaches 0.7; if I further increase the number of malicious nodes, the performance
dramatically drops since the opinion of a node is deeply influenced by malicious feedback with
appropriate compensation from benevolent ones.
3.4.3 Dynamic Behavior
The focus of this set of experiments is to analyze how the proposed approaches work with three
different dynamic behaviors of the nodes. In a first scenario, a node builds its reputation and
then starts milking it; in a second scenario, a node tries to improve its reputation after having
milked it; in a third scenario, the node oscillates between milking and building its reputation.
Since I have already analyzed how my algorithms responds to false feedback, I now consider
only the malicious behaviors without taking into account nodes providing dishonest feedback.
The considered behaviors are independent from the particular networking structure adopted
(whether it is overlay or not) or the scenario implemented (whether it is the SWIM or Brightkite
scenario) so I only consider the differences between the two subjective and objective models.
Figure 3.11 shows the computed trust value of a node that is milking its reputation; I can observe
that, thanks to the short-term window, both algorithms are able to fast adapt to the change in
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Figure 3.9: Transaction success rate of the subjective approach in the Brightkite scenario with
a non-overlay structure at increasing values ofmp
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Figure 3.10: Transaction success rate of the objective approach in the Brightkite scenario with
a non-overlay structure at increasing values ofmp
the node behavior. The subjective approach is slightly slower since it has to mediate its opinion
with that of its friends, that eventually still trust the malicious node. Similar considerations can
be done for a node who is building its reputation as shown in Figure 3.12, and for a node with
an oscillating behavior in Figure 3.13. These results clearly show how my approaches can cope
with dynamic behaviors.
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Figure 3.11: Dynamic behavior: milking reputation
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Figure 3.12: Dynamic behavior: building reputation
3.4.4 Runtime Overhead
I now analyze the runtime overhead for the SWIM scenario and how it scales with respect to
the number of nodes. A comparison between the two approaches can be observed in Figure
3.14 for different number of nodes, 100 transactions and 10 different providers. In the objective
approach, I consider the use of both the structure, overlay and non overlay; from [97], I extract
the average number of queries to the lookup table in the DHT. Indeed in the overlay structure,
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Figure 3.13: Dynamic behavior: oscillating reputation
a node needs to query the DHT for every node in the route while in the non-overlay structure
only one query is needed so that the runtime overhead is clearly lower in the latter case. In the
subjective approach, I analyze the differences between flooding the messages to all the nodes
or using a threshold, where the benefits of using a threshold are clearly visible. The comparison
shows how the objective algorithm outperforms the subjective one in terms of runtime over-
head. However, it is important to deeply analyze the overhead in the subjective approach; in
fact, we have to consider that service discovery and trustworthiness computation can be carried
out at the same time. Moreover, in the simulations, I have considered the service providers to
be uniformly distributed over the network, while it has been proved that friends share similar
interests (bringing to the homophily phenomenon [98]), so that it is highly probable to find a
service in the friends list. This would reduce the runtime overhead in the subjective approach.
If I consider the overhead due to the released feedback (Figure 3.15), we can observe
how the subjective approach performs better than the objective one. This happens because the
subjective approach stores locally the feedback of the nodes involved in the transaction and
releases feedback to the intermediary only when there is more than one degree of separation
between requester and provider. The objective approach, instead, releases the feedback to the
PTO for every node involved in the transaction.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of the two models in terms of computation overhead
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Figure 3.15: Released feedback messages
Chapter 4
Implementation of an experimental
platform
The aim of this Chapter is to present my implementation of a SIoT platform. I begin by ana-
lyzing the major IoT implementations, pointing out their common characteristics that could be
re-used for my goal.
In Section 4.1 I describes the guidelines that drove my implementation with respect to the
already existing platforms, while in Section 4.2 I show the major functionalities of the proposed
system: how to register a new social object to the platform, how the systemmanages the creation
of new relationships, and how the devices create groups of members with similar characteristics.
Section 4.3 illustrates some possible applications that can use my platform, where objects can
create their own relationships and provide simple services to the users.
4.1 Background
In this section, I highlight some requirements which have been considered for the system spec-
ification, including a reasoned analysis of the state of the art of IoT implementations and the
description of the solutions and choices which have driven the design and implementation of
my system architecture.
4.1.1 IoT platforms
From the analysis of the IoT scenario [99], I identified around 10 different platforms. All these
systems have common characteristics, especially the followings:
• the objects use a HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) protocol to send and
receive data. This choice allows a high interoperability among the different
platforms;
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• an intermediary server is used. The objects do not communicate directly with
each other;
• every object has a “data point” associated with it on the server-side to keep
track of the data sent;
• the methods POST and GET are used to send and request data;
• a tag is assigned to every data point;
• data point discovery is performed using tags through an internal search en-
gine;
• the system identifies every object with its Application Programming Interface
(API) key.
The need to store and process data from a multitude of sensors has led the implementation
of the IoT to the creation of platforms with the main purpose of data logging. Among the Euro-
pean platforms, Cosm (former Pachube) [100] is one of the biggest ones: it has been presented
as a platform to store and redistribute real-time data, freely usable, which manages millions of
devices per day. One of the most dramatic demonstrations of Cosm’s potential was the visual-
izations of data that showed the radiation levels around the Japan and especially near the nuclear
reactor in 2011.
Nimbits [101] is an open source java web application, built on Google App Engine, which
can provide complex functionalities such as email alert, math calculations and complex queries
on API Wolfram Alpha, in addition to simply storing and processing data. Every user can define
data points and use them to share several kinds of data. The integration with Twitter, Facebook
and Google+ allows to manage your data points, to share sensor diagrams, activate alarms, etc.
Paraimpu [102] is a Web of Things platform, which allows people to connect together
sensors, actuators and other web applications, taking care to forward data among the objects
[102]. Moreover, through the integration with Twitter, it is possible for a user to obtain and use
data from a friend.
Finally, ThingSpeak [103], was founded as an open source branch of IoBridge [104] and
shares with it the main features. ThingSpeak is an IoT application that allows users to store and
retrieve data from objects through HTTP communications. Moreover, it enables the creation of
several kinds of application, involving different pairs of API keys, such as GPS tracking and data
logging. ThingSpeak API enables to perform averaging, summing, rounding and time-scaling.
In addition, this platform allows for integrating several data representation, such as JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON), eXtensible Markup Language (XML) and Comma-Separated Values
(CSV).
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However, none of these platforms foresees some kinds of social relationships between
objects. Indeed, even if integration with main human social networks is allowed, the objects can
not communicate independently.
4.1.2 RESTful vs WS-*
Web Services (WSs) are widely used in several Information Technology (IT) systems; they can
be defined as development techniques for interoperable and distributed applications that make
use of standard protocol such as HTTP [105]. WSs can be classified in two major categories:
WS-* and REpresentational State Transfer (REST).
The former declares its functionalities and interfaces using a Web Services Description
Language (WDSL) file. Communications are encapsulated using Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) usually using the HTTP protocol. WS-* is mainly used in enterprise applications where
interoperability with other applications is not an important issue; moreover, for applications
with advanced security requirements [106] or for WSNs solutions [107] it can provide good
results.
The RESTful architecture is based on the concept of resources as representation of the
objects, that are uniquely identified through URIs. Through the HTTP protocol is then possible
to obtain, delete, post or update object information using a given method (GET, DELETE,
POST, PUT). The payload of the message can be incapsulated in a negotiated format such as
XML or JSON. A RESTful architecture is then lightweight and scalable and then fits perfectly
with the principles and the current protocols of the Internet.
To maintain interoperability with existent IoT platforms and future implementations, I de-
cide to adopt a RESTful approach, and then every entity in the SIoT is represented using JSON,
XML or CSV format.
4.2 Platform Implementation
In this section I describe my implementation of the SIoT platform, pointing out its major func-
tionalities required to run simple applications.
4.2.1 Server Architecture
As presented in [85] and in Chapter 1, Figure 4.1 shows the main components of the platform.
The network layer is needed in order to transfer data across different networks, while the core
of the proposed platform is represented by the application layer, where IoT applications and
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middleware functionalities are developed and which consists of three sublayers. Not all the
functionalities have been implemented, since the platform is still in its infancy and the developed
vertical applications are very specific.
The Base Sublayer includes the database for the storage and the management of different
data types, such as temperature, latitude, longitude and humidity. Objects can memorize up to
16 different data fields; the first 12 fields have a fixed type, whereas the others 4 are reserved
for future uses. For example, field 1 is always used to track temperature data, field 3 is used to
track voltage data and so on. The last four fields are left for uses decided by client application
developers.
The Component Sublayer implements the functionalities of: objects profiling, which is
needed in order to configure information about the objects; ID management, which assigns a
unique ID to every object in order to identify them; Owner Control (OC), which enables the
users to specify the objects’ behavior; and the Relationship Management (RM), which has to
create and manage the relationships of every object.
The other functionalities, i.e. the Service Discovery and Composition (SD and SC) and the
Trustworthiness Management (TM) ([108] and [109]), are not implemented and, when needed,
are provided by the specific vertical application.
The Interface Sublayer is where the interfaces and the service APIs, such as read/write
API keys, are located.
4.2.2 Server Functionalities
As a RESTful architecture, a URI is associated to every resource. These resources are modeled
as follow:
• every object in the server is identified as a channel. A channel represents a
real entity, such as a smartphone, a laptop or a sensor;
• every device can have one or more fields associated with it, based on the
number of its sensors; each field is identified with a data point.
When a user wants to register a new channel, the profiling module is activated. As shown
in Figure 4.2, the owner can then indicate the characteristics of the objects such as the name, a
description and its mobility. For those devices with enough computation capabilities, such as a
laptop or a smartphone, some information about the object itself are provided automatically by
the application, e.g. the brand and the MAC address: in this way it is possible to greatly shorten
the registration process for the benefit of the owner. Eventually, if the owner is registering a
fixed device, such as a desktop or a printer, it is possible to insert the location of the object,
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Figure 4.1: Proposed platform implementation
which enables the creation of location-based relationships, such as the co-location one. During
the registration phase, the owner can choose which relationships the objects can create with
other peers and which sensors, and consequently which fields, should be activated. When the
registration is completed, the ID management module assigns a unique ID number to the object.
Objects can then start to create their own social relationships that are managed by the RM
in two different ways:
• Profiling relationship. These relationships are generated based only on the
profile information of the objects, and do not depend on the owner behavior.
To this category belong Ownership Object Relationship (OOR), Co-Location
Object Relationship (C-LOR) and Parental Object Relaziontship (POR). In-
deed, OOR are created among objects registered in the SIoT by the same user.
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Figure 4.2: Registration of a new channel
When objects have the same value of the attributemodel, a POR is created. To
activate a C-LOR two objects need to be fixed in the same location (numeric
ID).
• Dynamic relationship. These relationships are created when users, and con-
sequently objects, interact with each other and satisfy the rules defined in
[26]. To this category belong Co-Work Object Relationship (C-WOR) and So-
cial Object Relationship (SOR). In particular, it is important that the server
recognizes two objects in the same location, even if the objects are not in
visibility.
The RMmodule is activated every time a new object is registered in the SIoT or every time
an object sends information about its own location or about the IDs (i.e. mac address, RFID id)
of the objects it has encountered. For Dynamic relationships, the RM module is activated by
events about devices visibility when a device posts a sensed mac address or RFID. For C-WOR
events, it is necessary either a work-type location post in the same time of the ID post or that at
least one of the two devices is fixed in a work-type location.Two devices must be in visibility
in two separate thirty-minute intervals spaced at least 8 hours for a friendship request storing.
Every pass in the friendship request process is managed by the server and devices need only
to send the sensor data. For example, as shown in Figure 4.3, device 1 senses the presence of
another device, number 2, and then sends this information to the server, updating the relative
data point, in particular the mac address data field. The server recognizes this field as a potential
event and checks if this mac address belongs to a registered object. If this is the case, the RM
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module is activated to verify if, with the last data received, there are the conditions to create a
new dynamic relationship. Eventually, the friendship request from device 1 is stored and if the
device 2 performs a friendship request toward the device 1 as well, a new relationship is created.
When an object needs to send or retrieve its own data to the server, it uses its write API
key, known only by the object itself. Instead, when an object needs to retrieve friends data from
the server, it uses the read API key of the object to which it wants to retrieve data. The read API
key is only known by the object itself and by its friends but it is allowed to share read API keys
in those cases in which data from friend of a friend are required. Data from the server can be
obtained using one of the two following methods:
• Pull. Every object requires data at regular intervals or when needed.
• Push. Data are sent from server to objects when available. Indeed, a HTTP
daemon always listening is needed on every capable device. On smart devices,
such as smartphone, tablet or laptop, it is also possible to use the push system
of the operating system of the device itself.
If, during registration, the owner has set the object as public, any object that wants to
retrieve information about the status of the public object, using the pull method, just needs to
know its ID number; however, if an object wants to require data from a private object, it will
also need the read API key of that object. Indeed, a device can retrieve the list of the IDs and the
read API keys of its friends. This list can be obtained, in JSON, XML or CSV format as shown
in the Listing 4.1, through a POST to the REST resource friendships, using the write API key.
Instead, with the push method, the server sends directly to all the objects in the friendship
list the available data. In the same way, when a new friendship is created the server sends the
updated list to the new object.
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Figure 4.3: device identification during a meeting
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<relationships>
<relation-type>OOR</relation-type>
<channel-id type="integer">12</channel-id>
<read-api-key>UXFN5F6SWXWIM3UM</read-api-key>
<relation-type>OOR</relation-type>
<channel-id type="integer">167</channel-id>
<read-api-key>Q4CL7WQM5SUNSMS5</read-api-key>
<relation-type>POR</relation-type>
<channel-id type="integer">32</channel-id>
<read-api-key>GIG8Z8WQBAPMO17G</read-api-key>
<relation-type>POR</relation-type>
<channel-id type="integer">126</channel-id>
<read-api-key>WV3EOODHHISN8JZK</read-api-key>
<relation-type>SOR</relation-type>
<channel-id type="integer">4</channel-id>
<read-api-key>C71DKJVOEDLU2K06</read-api-key>
</relationships>
Listing 4.1: Response to a friendship list request
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4.2.3 Groups management
The relationships I identified so far, can include a large number of objects, and this leads to
problems such as a long time for service discovery, since not all the objects can be helpful for a
particular request. If I consider, for example, a large company, all the devices of every employee
and the devices of the company itself, such as printers, scanners and desktops, would be tied
by a co-work relationship, whereas it would be useful to have a group of objects belonging to
different departments.
It is then important to have a tool to divide social relationships into groups. In the sameway,
humans create groups of particular interest (football teams, politic groups, online shopping) in
Social Networks (SNs), the objects can create their own groups based on the applications they
are using.
Three different solutions can be implemented, as described in the following:
Client-side groups management. The application must be able to create automatically
the various groups with minimal user intervention and to do so, it has to verify some conditions
that are specific to the use-case. These conditions are not limited by the fields of the device,
i.e. its sensors, but may include other information. For example, an application can distinguish
among the devices of employees that belong to different departments: it first verifies if they
share a C-WOR and then it could check in a file for the employee ID to perfectly associate
the devices of the other employees to the group. The benefit of this solution is that the groups
created are exactly those required and specific to the application. The disadvantage is that, since
the application manages the groups, different devices may create different groups that instead
should be coincident, if, for example, a device has an out-of-date file, and moreover this solution
increases the workload of the devices.
Server-side groups management. In this case, a user must create manually the group and
set the rules, based on the fields associated to each device. Then the server takes care of binding
to the group all the devices that comply with the above mentioned rules, in the same way the
RM module creates the dynamic relationships. This solution has the advantage that the devices
have a lighter workload but there may be excessive fragmentation of the groups, due to users
that should belong to the same group creating new groups with different rules and the need to
identify superusers for the creation of groups.
Hybrid solution for groups management. Groups are managed on the server-side, but
the rules are set by the client using the fields provided by each device; information are tagged
in order to help the server to identify the characteristic of each group. Only one group is created
since the server associated all similar groups with the same tags, and then the workload on the
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devices remains light. The list of members of a group, as a REST resource, can be required in
the same way of the friendship list.
4.2.4 SIoT Prototype Development
I realized my implementation based on ThingSpeak project [103], and I concentrated my ef-
forts on social networking aspects. I implemented the relationship management module and the
possibility to create and manage groups. Furthermore, I developed a location indexing system
based on Google Maps to localize coherently fixed devices. I modified the channel structure to
handle more than eight sensors and to manage text messages with tags among devices; I im-
proved the owner control management of the objects and allowed devices to update remotely
their own profile.
The service is available for tests here1. It is an alpha version still under development, but
it is already capable to create relationships among registered devices. As ThingSpeak, SIoT is
an open source project, and source code is released by the beta version.
4.3 Scenarios
In this section I describe some scenarios under development at the Faculty of Engineering of
Cagliari that use the defined platform, where objects create their own relationships and groups,
in order to provide several functionalities to the final users. Considering, smartphones, laptops
and sensors in the area of the campus, I show some possible applications that exploit their
social relationships. The focus of these applications is to provide usuful information to the
object owners (the students, tipically) with minimal human intervention, except in the initial
configuration phase. Every object can send messages, i.e. the data obtained by its sensors, to its
own dashboard, and these messages can be seen by its friends as updates.
4.3.1 Lectures Information
The first application addresses the problem of communicating in an efficient way information
such as the time of classes/tests and the availability of new teaching materials. The main prob-
lem to address concerns the identification of the actual recipients of these information. In the
area of the campus, all the students’ devices would be tied by a C-WOR; this relation could be
useful to share generic information, such as holidays, employers strikes, student elections. How-
ever, it should be impossible to provide more granular services based on the field of study, the
1http://platform.social-iot.org/
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academic year or the single classes. Here comes into play the groups of interests concept. With
the use of the hybrid method, described in Section 4.2.3, the application decides the parameters
to create the groups and the server manages and merges them, if necessary. This solution allows
the same precision as the client-side method with a light workload on the devices.
The application gives information (alerts, web links, timetables and others) about the lec-
tures to all the devices participating to the same group. As initial configuration of the appli-
cation, it is possible to download the class timetable and the building map of the campus, for
example using QR-codes. The application is able to assess when the professor and at least 50%
of the students of the group are in the same location by sensing vicinity with the Bluetooth
interface, and then it can notify to all the missing students of that group that a class is started
and provide information to guide them to that class location.
4.3.2 Student car pooling
Rebecca needs to go to the university cafeteria after her class to have lunch but unfortunately
she does not own a car. Her smartphone can create SOR with other students’ smartphones
at the cafeteria or C-WOR with her colleagues’ smartphone, so when Rebecca needs a ride,
she can simply use an application to discover if any other student is going to the cafeteria.
The application automatically sends messages asking for a ride to all the devices that meet the
parameters set by the user, for example:
• the number of common friends
• the membership to the same groups
• the frequency meeting
In the same way, the application can be set to receive requests only from devices with
a certain relationship or that belong to certain groups and sort them accordingly. It is thus
guaranteed a certain level of trustworthiness using only social parameters. As shown in Figure
4.4, consider for example the set of all the devices tied by a C-WOR in the campus in the grey
area. Since Rebecca attended courses in Mathematics and Computer Science, she also belongs
to groups A and B, respectively. Nicola’s smartphone belongs to groups A and B as well, since
Nicola is her study partner. Mario’s laptop shares only a C-WOR with Rebecca’s smartphone
since he studies in another department, whereas Lisa’s tablet is part of the group A. In this
scenario, Nicola’s device represents the most trustworthy device and then it represents the best
choice to share a ride.
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Figure 4.4: Trustworthiness by social parameters
4.3.3 Other university social life events
In the same way of the use-cases illustrated above, it can be possible to manage general informa-
tion on the use of common areas such as university cafeteria, library and computer workstations.
The library room is usually very crowded depending on the time of day, especially the PC work-
stations run out quickly. In this case, the application provides an assessment of the crowding
of these environments by monitoring the number of devices and allows to give an approximate
indication of the availability of seats. By the statistics of attendance, the application provides
information on timing, categorized by crowding. Likewise, you can assess the crowding of can-
teen or cafeteria, in order to decide whether you prefer a less crowded place for time limits, or
a popular spot for increasing socialization.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this thesis I have focused on the integration of social networking concepts into the Internet of
Things, which leads to the so called “Social Internet of Things” (SIoT) paradigm. Recently, the
SIoT has been the subject of several independent research activities as it promises to achieve
scalable solutions in networks interconnecting trillions of nodes and to support new interesting
applications.
More specifically, in Chapter 1 I have identified the types and the characteristics of the
social relationships that can be established by objects in the SIoT. Furthermore, I have proposed
a system architecture and the required basic functionality for an implementation of the SIoT.
Finally, I have statistically analyzed the structure of the SIoT network.
My analysis has been based on the output of the SWIM mobility simulator. Results of such
an analysis show that the probability distributions of the distance between nodes that are linked
by a social relationship depend on the type of relationship. More specifically,
• for OOR relationships, such a distribution is characterized by a powerlaw
behavior.
• for SOR relationships, such a distribution is characterized by a power law
behavior for small distances and exponential behavior for large distances.
• for C-WOR relationships, such a distribution is characterized by a Gamma
behavior
Furthermore, it is obvious that, for C-LOR relationships, the distances between connected nodes
must be small. Whereas, for POR relationships, the existence of a relationship between two
nodes is independent of their distance.
It follows that the above types of social relationships offer the possibilities to set long as
well as short links and, therefore, their weight can be tuned in the SIoT in such a way that the
resulting network structure offers the desired features in terms of navigability and scalability.
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In Chapter 2 I have focused on the link selection in the social IoT. The driving idea is
to select a narrow set of links in order for a node to manage more efficiently its friendships. I
first demonstrate how a SIoT network has the characteristics of navigability and then I apply
several heuristics for link selection and analyze the behavior of the network in terms of giant
component, average degree, local cluster coefficient and average path length.
Chapter 3 have focused on the trustworthiness management in the social IoT by proposing
subjective and objective approaches. In the subjective model each node computes the trustwor-
thiness of its friends on the basis of its own experience and on the opinion of the friends in
common with the potential service providers. In the objective model, the information about
each node is distributed and stored making use of a Distributed Hash Table structure so that any
node can make use of the same information. I have performed extensive simulations that show
how both approaches allow for isolating the malicious node behavior. The major difference be-
tween the two methods is that the subjective approach has a slower transitory response, which is
particularly evident when dealing with nodes with dynamic behaviors. However, it is practically
immune to behaviors typical of social networks, where a malicious person modifies her actions
based on the relationships. On the contrary, the objective approach suffers from this kind of
behavior, since a node’s trustworthiness is global for the entire network and this include both
the opinion from the nodes with which it behaved maliciously and the opinion from the nodes
with which it behaved benevolent. As to the overhead, the objective approach is significantly
lighter since there is not the need to get the indirect opinions from friends as it is the case for
the subjective approach. However, with the subjective model there is not the need to install and
maintain pre-trusted objects nodes in the network to store the reputation values.
In Chapter 4, I briefly present some of the main platforms among the IoT implementations,
and identify their common characteristics. Then, I propose the first, to the best of my knowl-
edge, implementation of an experimental platform for the Social Internet of Things. The main
innovations, with respect to the others IoT platforms, are the possibility for the objects to create
their own relationships, based on the rules set by their owners, and to create groups of interest as
it happens in human social networks. I also introduced some prototype applications, currently
under development at the University of Cagliari.
Appendix A
Theoretical analysis of the subjective
model performance
Herein we provide an analysis of the performance of the subjective model, whose objective
is to discriminate benevolent nodes from malicious ones with the minim error. The resulting
trustworthiness formula is made of three additive elements (3.1), namely the centrality, the
direct opinion, and the indirect opinion, each one contributing to isolating malicious nodes.
The subjective centrality measures how much a node is central in another node “life”. If
we calculate the average centrality of node pi over all its friendshipsNi, we obtain
Ri =
∑|Ni|
j=1
|Kij |(
|Ni|−1
)
|Ni|
=
∑|Ni|
j=1 |Kij|(
|Ni| − 1
)
|Ni|
(A.1)
that corresponds to the local clustering coefficient for node pi, and then gives an indication
of how close node pi’s neighbors are to being a clique, i.e. a complete graph.
As there are no models to represent the behavior of the nodes in creating and updating
the clusters of friends, we do not have the basis to compute the efficiency of this parameter,
but evidences of its capacity to isolate malicious nodes can be found in literature. In [110] the
authors state that “trust is to be built based not only on how well you know a person, but also
on how well that person is known to the other people in your network” and then they show
that, using local clustering for email filtering, it is possible to classify correctly up to 50% of
the messages. Moreover, in [111], the authors show how trust networks are highly related to the
creation of cluster.
When the nodes start to exchange services, they still do not have any information about
how much they can trust each other. However, they can rely on the centrality and, for what con-
cerns direct and indirect opinion, on the relationship factor and on the computation capabilities.
WhenNij becomes high, the dependence of the direct opinion on the relationship factor and the
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computation capabilities decreases whereas that related to the past transactions increases. The
feedback generated for each received service is provided by (3.9). To simplify the analysis, as
done in the simulations, we assume a binary feedback system is used. When analyzing the re-
ceived service, the client may introduce some errors due to several reasons and mostly because
of the intrinsic difficulty in evaluating the quality of the received service. We then introduce
probability e that a node gives the wrong feedback, so that the probability to give the correct
feedback is h = 1 − e. The probability that pi generates k correct feedback (fij = 1 when pj
is benevolent and fij = 0 when pj is malicious) over n transactions with pj , follows a binomial
distribution
P (k) =
(
n
k
)
hk(1− h)(n−k) (A.2)
Note that if we consider feedback having the same weights, the long term and short term
opinions O
lon/rec
ij = k if pj is benevolent and O
lon/rec
ij = 1 − k if pj is malicious. Accord-
ingly, these follow a binomial distribution as well, where the expected value is h if node pj is
benevolent, and 1 − h if it is malicious, and the variance is h(1 − h). This distribution can be
approximated with a gaussian one (when n > 30) with the same variance and average values.
When adding the two contributions from the short and long term opinions, considering γ = 0.5
as in the simulations, we obtain that the direct opinion is still a gaussian distribution with the
same mean value (µb = p and µm = 1 − p based on the behavior of node pj) and a variance
equals to h(1− h)/2.
To calculate the distribution of the indirect opinion, we assume for simplicity that the cred-
ibility for all the nodes is the same; in this case, it is the sum of gaussian-distributed variables,
so it follows a gaussian distribution as well. Considering that x% of the nodes are malicious, the
average value for the indirect opinion is (1− 0.x)µb,m +0.xµm,b while its variance is σ2/ |Kij|.
Using the erfc function to calculate the error when estimating the trustworthiness of a
node, we obtain the results shown in Table A.1 for different values of the error probability and
x = 25%. Both the parameters can achieve low error probability. Indeed, the direct opinion is
the parameter that most affects the trustworthiness calculation, and that leads to the smallest
errors. However, when services start to circulate in the network, the first parameter that varies
and gives actual information about the trustworthiness of a node is the indirect opinion. This
happens because, if node pi wants to evaluate the trustworthiness of node pj , it is simply more
probable that it can obtain information from one of the common friends Kij than from a direct
transition between pi and pj . Moreover, with the combination of these two parameters, it is
possible to achieve more reliable results than using only one of them.
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Table A.1: Probability to misjudge a node
Direct opinion
e
µ
σ2 error
benevolent malicious
0.1 0.9 0.1 0.045 3.15 ∗ 10−17
0.15 0.85 0.15 0.064 9.63 ∗ 10−7
0.2 0.8 0.2 0.08 1.016 ∗ 10−5
Indirect opinion
e
µ
σ2 error
benevolent malicious
0.1 0.7 0.3 0.024 6.56 ∗ 10−15
0.15 0.675 0.325 0.034 1.084 ∗ 10−5
0.2 0.65 0.35 0.043 1.14 ∗ 10−2
Direct + Indirect opinion (α = 0.6 and β = 0.4)
e
µ
σ2 error
benevolent malicious
0.1 0.82 0.18 0.017 8.72 ∗ 10−77
0.15 0.78 0.22 0.024 2.04 ∗ 10−29
0.2 0.74 0.26 0.03 8.31 ∗ 10−14
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